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� 1                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Good afternoon.  We

 2    call this meeting of the Water Planning Council to

 3    order for Tuesday, February 6, 2018.  Acting

 4    Undersecretary Sullivan can not be with us today

 5    because obviously he is very busy preparing for

 6    the open legislative session tomorrow.

 7                 The first order of business will be

 8    the approval of the January 8th transcript which

 9    has been --

10                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.

11                 LORI MATHIEU:  Second.

12                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made that the

13    January 8th transcript be approved.  Any questions

14    or comments?

15

16                 (No response.)

17

18                 THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, all those in

19    favor say, aye.

20                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

21                 THE CHAIRMAN:  The transcripts are

22    approved.

23                 Any correspondence anybody have?

24                 Who has joined us on the phone,

25    please?
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� 1                 LORI VITAGLIANO:  Hi.  This is Lori

 2    from Regional Water Authority.

 3                 BETSY GARA:  Betsy Gara for CWWA.

 4                 FRED KLEIN:  Fred Klein, Pullman and

 5    Comely.

 6                 DAVID MURPHY:  David Murphy is on the

 7    phone.

 8                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyone else?

 9

10                 (No response.)

11

12                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Welcome.  So we'll

13    move onto the state water plan update.  One of the

14    things that we were going to work on was a press

15    release regarding the -- and I think I may be the

16    hold up on that.

17                 Is it ready to go out?

18                 LORI MATHIEU:  We drafted it.  We

19    worked together, Betsey and I.  We put quotes in

20    and then we were going to send it to upstairs.

21    Right?

22                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I believe that the

23    press people were getting clearance from the

24    powers that be.  So we need to check in on that

25    process.  I will do that when I get back.
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� 1                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Who's your press

 2    person now?

 3                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Chris Cullaby is

 4    our press person at DEEP.

 5                 LORI MATHIEU:  That was the last

 6    e-mail that I saw, was from Chris, to check on

 7    upper level reviews.

 8                 THE CHAIRMAN:  But it's ready to go?

 9                 LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  I believe so.

10    You had added a quote?

11                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I don't know if I ever

12    actually added a quote, but maybe you could put a

13    quote in there for me.  I mean, that's fine.

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.

15                 THE CHAIRMAN:  You can quote me.

16    We'll just double check on that.

17                 So we're talking about outreach

18    opportunities and public hearing discussion.

19    There's been no public hearing in the Legislature

20    that has been sent -- to my knowledge.  Right?

21                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, the plan has

22    been delivered.

23                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.

24                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Formally

25    transmitted to the four committees of cognizance.
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� 1                 LORI MATHIEU:  And the Governor based

 2    upon the law, and I don't think we have heard

 3    anything back from anyone at this point in time.

 4    The legislative session starts tomorrow.  Right?

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I would imagine that

 6    they'll be looking at it and we'll be called up to

 7    testify at some point.

 8                 LORI MATHIEU:  So one thing that I

 9    know Betsey had sent, a PowerPoint presentation

10    and updated our presentation just in anticipation

11    of probably being asked at some point to present

12    someplace, somewhere.  I would anticipate that.

13                 We had been asked by the -- oh, let's

14    see.  The UConn MPH program, master's of public

15    health program.  The professor there is Elouise,

16    and she's the local health director in

17    Wallingford.  And she runs that class of master's

18    of public health out of UConn Medical Center.

19                 So I was asked to present and I gave

20    a presentation last week.  It went very well in

21    their beautiful facility.  The medical center is

22    gorgeous in this room called the rotunda.  And

23    they had 40 students there that were in Farmington

24    and then they linked in students, another 20 from

25    Storrs.  And this room is tremendous.  A beautiful
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� 1    place to present and be able to link in other

 2    groups.

 3                 So the presentation went on for about

 4    an hour and we produced the presentation working

 5    with my staff Dan Ovin.  I'd like to introduce

 6    Dan.  He's a member of the drinking water section

 7    in the health Department who helped me produce

 8    that in Prezi format.  Prezi is a different format

 9    than PowerPoint.

10                 THE CHAIRMAN:  What is it called now?

11                 LORI MATHIEU:  It's called Prezi.

12                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Prezi?

13                 LORI MATHIEU:  Prezi.

14                 THE CHAIRMAN:  What's that mean?

15                 LORI MATHIEU:  What's that mean?

16                 Dan, do you want to say a few words?

17                 DAN OVIN:  It's just a modern view of

18    presentation format.  Prezi is just a different

19    form of doing a PowerPoint, except this is more

20    visual.  The camera moves focus so it sometimes

21    keeps the audience more entertained than going

22    side-by-side in a PowerPoint.  So it's a

23    different --

24                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Sounds good.  Better

25    than death by PowerPoint.  That sounds good.
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� 1    Anything to spruce it up and get people more

 2    excited about it.

 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  So how we found out

 4    about this -- I know Dan is a big fan of it and

 5    he's well skilled in using it -- is the

 6    Commissioner.  Commissioner Raul Pino was using

 7    this format.  I said, we've got to get this.

 8                 So we have purchased some licenses.

 9    And Dan is very good at putting together the

10    format and using PowerPoint and then putting it

11    into the Prezi format.  So I forwarded to all of

12    you the link.  It is not a document.  Right?  It's

13    a link.  It's a hyperlink?

14                 DAN OVIN:  Correct.  It's all in the

15    cloud.

16                 LORI MATHIEU:  It operates

17    differently.  So you've got to be careful.  You

18    have to have WiFi service.  But you can -- it is

19    downloadable, but what we could do and what it

20    offers -- since Betsey, you've done some work on

21    updating -- we did some work to update the status.

22                 Maybe the two of us could, you know,

23    the two groups could sit down and look at what the

24    best format is and agree to, like, a final.

25                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that we should
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� 1    all be nice if the four councilmembers are

 2    speaking with one tongue.  So I think it would be

 3    good for Gail --

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  Oh, all of us.  Yeah.

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  -- Gail to be involved

 6    in that so that we get it fleshed out and somebody

 7    from OPM.

 8                 LORI MATHIEU:  So we could pull

 9    together the outreach team that we had that was

10    working together on the outreach back in the fall.

11    And I'd like to include Dan because he's got the

12    skill with the Prezi format.

13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So to my

14    knowledge, DEEP -- he doesn't have any licenses.

15    I mean, so I think that at a minimum we'd need to

16    keep both formats running.  In addition, we don't

17    have the expertise.

18                 So it was really nice, Lori.  I

19    looked at it.  Corinne looked at it and she could

20    not get her computer to do it.  When I opened it I

21    didn't have any trouble.  Corinne opened it on her

22    computer at work and had trouble and it wouldn't

23    actually move and do the things that it's supposed

24    to do.

25                 So I was very impressed, but I'm a
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� 1    little hesitant.

 2                 LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  I hesitate,

 3    too, because it's in the cloud.  Right?  Because

 4    you -- it's a little taking a leap of faith, but

 5    Dan has found a way to download it.

 6                 So what we could do, we have a group

 7    that worked really well together.  We called them

 8    the outreach group.  We can pull that group

 9    together which included all members of all of our

10    teams and we could look at the format.  We could

11    set up a time in the next couple of weeks, if that

12    makes sense?

13                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Sounds good.

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  And that we could

15    agree to.  Maybe we keep both formats, but we want

16    tot keep the message consistent to your --

17                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.  I guess

18    that's --

19                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Do you think we'd

20    want to keep sort of that time bounded so we were

21    sort of clear about how much resources we were

22    going to put into that since we're being pulled in

23    a lot of different directions?

24                 I also think we probably need to make

25    it briefer for the committees of cognizance if
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� 1    they actually ask us to do a presentation.

 2                 LORI MATHIEU:  So I haven't looked at

 3    what you did to the presentation.  So maybe there

 4    needs to be two, two formats.  The length -- the

 5    one that -- the Prezi format that we put together

 6    took me probably about 45 minutes.

 7                 And that's too long.  So there, there

 8    should be a ten-minute version and we could work

 9    on the ten-minute version, because I think that's

10    what people would want to just hear, hitting the

11    high points.

12                 And we had done that at one point.

13    We had been asked just to give a brief

14    presentation, then have more of a discussion.  So

15    we could do that.

16                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So you're going

17    to --

18                 LORI MATHIEU:  We'll pull together.

19    I'll work with -- through Linda and Dan, and we'll

20    reach out to everybody on the team and work

21    together on that.  So --

22                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Sounds good.

23    So we're going to move down to -- the next step is

24    obviously waiting for the Legislature.  I think

25    that's one of the key things as well.  We're going
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� 1    to have to go up and speak to them.

 2                 The Water Planning Council advisory

 3    group report?

 4                 MARGARET MINER:  Yes.

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  How come Margaret is

 6    not sitting up there with you?

 7                 JOHN HUDAK:  Is she mad at me?

 8                 So we want to talk about further

 9    discussion on our previously submitted workgroup

10    reports, one on the membership composition of the

11    advisory group and one on a suggested framework

12    for state water plan implementation.

13                 The first subgroup on the

14    membership composition consisted of Karen

15    Burnaska, Len DeJong who can't be here today, and

16    Virginia de Lima, and myself.  So I'd like to

17    invite Virginia and Karen up here just to engage

18    in the discussion a little bit.

19                 What I did do since the last report

20    is boiled it down to one page, three

21    recommendations and what --

22                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Did you send that

23    to us, John?

24                 JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah, I did.  It's in

25    the package.  You probably had to drill down a
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� 1    little bit in some of the attachments.

 2                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  No, I've got it.

 3    Thank you.

 4                 It looks like a flyer?  That one?

 5                 JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.

 6                 So we're seeking your action or your

 7    feedback on these three recommendations and the

 8    first major recommendation of the report was,

 9    let's not have the Water Planning Council advisory

10    group get any bigger than it is.  Twenty members

11    is more than enough, maybe too much, you know, for

12    a really functional group.  And we really like to

13    keep it at that level.

14                 The second one is we did conclude

15    looking at the statute in terms of consumptive

16    versus nonconsumptive members that, you know, no

17    matter what way you slice it we don't meet the

18    statutory requirement for a balance between the

19    two.

20                 So we, you know, there was debate on

21    who is consumptive and nonconsumptive, but I think

22    we ended up about ten to five in favor of

23    consumptive, with five neutral members as well.

24    So we recommend pursuing the balance to meet the

25    statute gradually through the attrition.  We're
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� 1    not calling for encouraging members to resign or

 2    throwing anyone off.  There's still a lot people

 3    giving meaningful contributions to the process.

 4                 And third, we created kind of a table

 5    three in the back, which is a suggested future

 6    blueprint of where membership could go to meet

 7    that statutory requirement of balance.

 8                 We'll note that in the statute

 9    there's two types of interests in the

10    nonconsumptive side that we don't have numbers

11    for.  That's boating and endangered species.  And

12    there's two members that aren't listed in the

13    statute that we do have members for, and that's

14    municipal and I believe it was -- I'm sorry.

15    Municipal and consumer.

16                 So table three in the back is meant

17    to serve as kind of a guideline when we have

18    vacancies as to where to go next in terms of

19    filling the next interest, or as to consumptive or

20    nonconsumptive.  And with that, if we were to

21    eventually get to the membership on this chart

22    we'd end up with eight out of stream or

23    nonconsumptive numbers, seven in stream or

24    consumptive members with five neutral members.

25                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  John, I think you
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� 1    just said that backwards.

 2                 JOHN HUDAK:  Did I get consumptive

 3    and non -- and out of stream?  It would be --

 4    consumptive would be out of stream, at eight.  In

 5    stream would be the nonconsumptive at seven, and

 6    neutral would be five.

 7                 Thank you for the correction.

 8                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Lori?

 9                 LORI MATHIEU:  Do you think the

10    statute needs to change?

11                 JOHN HUDAK:  In what way?

12                 LORI MATHIEU:  To adjust to what we

13    do now, because we're not following the statute

14    right now.  From what you just outlined we're not

15    following the statute.

16                 JOHN HUDAK:  We had some discussion

17    on that a couple months ago -- and the fact that

18    the statute says, may include these members.  So

19    it was the opinion of the Council during the

20    discussion at that time that that did not mandate

21    that every member be included or not -- or that it

22    couldn't include other members.  So --

23                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I would agree with

24    that.  I mean, I think as a Council we have the

25    authority to expand.  I mean, you have a statute
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� 1    as a guideline, but I think that we can build upon

 2    that.

 3                 MARGARET MINER:  I think in general

 4    the Water Planning Council advisory group felt

 5    that way also.

 6                 LORI MATHIEU:  So could that comment

 7    be reflected in this document then, what Jack just

 8    said?  Because in the future we might want to make

 9    some changes.

10                 And the statute says, may.  I think

11    it's flexible enough for us to be able to make

12    changes as we move forward, because there's a lot

13    of unknowns about implementation and where we're

14    all headed.  So I think in the future it would be

15    good to say that we could make adjustments as we

16    need to because the statute is permissive.

17                 JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.  I think that

18    makes sense.  And it might be stated in here that

19    the statute is --

20                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I think it is in

21    the longer version.

22                 JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.

23                 But in any case, you're right.

24    Definitely the needs for the group are going to

25    change over time especially as the state water
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� 1    plan --

 2                 THE CHAIRMAN:  So -- right.  The

 3    information review on this document dated

 4    November 21st seems to capture what you're talking

 5    about.

 6                 LORI MATHIEU:  But also make it more

 7    of a statement than information reviewed.  Make it

 8    clear.  Make it more clear.

 9                 KAREN BURNASKA:  It's the first

10    bullet on the first page of the extended report

11    under information review, language of the statute

12    specific to those interests that may be

13    representative on the WPCAG.

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  And maybe that should

15    be more in the charge, versus just a statement

16    under what information you reviewed.  I think it's

17    an evaluation that the statute is permissive, and

18    the word "may" is an important word.  I think it

19    may just give it a little bit more emphasis by

20    putting it under the first -- when you say,

21    charge, because that's the charge of the statute.

22                 And I think that's what -- you just

23    move what you said from the first bullet to under

24    charge, that it's clear that when we had this

25    discussion that it's permissive and things could
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� 1    change over time because the statute allows for

 2    it.

 3                 KAREN BURNASKA:  Just for your

 4    clarification, the charge meant the charge that

 5    the Water Planning Council gave to the advisory

 6    group.  It was not written to reflect any charge

 7    in the statute.  It was the charge given to the

 8    Water Planning Council advisory group.

 9                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, wherever it fits

10    it should be more of a statement so that it's

11    clear just to reflect what Jack just said.

12                 I would agree.

13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think also to

14    reflect sort of building off of what Lori said, is

15    that the list of interest in groups is where the

16    'may' comes in, but the statute does require the

17    balancing, which is what the workgroup has

18    recommended that we move towards -- through, and I

19    respect the recommendation to do it through

20    attrition rather than through, you know, like a

21    Saturday night massacre or something like that.

22                 THE CHAIRMAN:  That sounds good.  I'm

23    prepared to -- we need a formal vote on this.

24                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I move that we

25    accept the recommendations of the Water Planning
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� 1    Council advisory group report on membership

 2    composition of the workgroup dated November 21,

 3    2017.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  I will second that,

 5    and have discussion if possible.

 6                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Not too much

 7    more, I hope.

 8                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I'm just going

 9    to repeat what I've said for a number --

10                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, if you said it

11    why do you have to repeat it?

12                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I didn't say it

13    at this meeting.  So I think it's important for

14    this record.

15                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Public health

16    departments are not represented enough, but the

17    thing of it is, is that why don't they come to

18    meetings?  I mean, you said that over and over

19    again, but they don't come to meetings.

20                 LORI MATHIEU:  But what I've said,

21    just to be clear as to what I'm saying is that

22    just in general, public health in general is not

23    well represented on the commission.  And I'm happy

24    that it appears as though there's some flexibility

25    in being able to, under the statute, being able to
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� 1    maybe at some point in the future if there are

 2    people.

 3                 We have yet to find them that are

 4    very interested in attending meetings on a

 5    consistent basis.  We're working hard on that and

 6    we'd like to have the opportunity to bring more

 7    public health advocates to the table at some point

 8    in the future.

 9                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That's fair.

10    You've been saying that consistently, but with all

11    your contacts in the State of Connecticut I would

12    think that you would be able to get somebody to

13    the table for us.

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  We're working really

15    hard on this.  We are working really hard, yes.

16                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think just a

17    comment to sort of build off of that, I think that

18    sort of takes us into our next discussion which is

19    the implementation framework and the concept of

20    bringing in experts as necessary based on a

21    topic-based piece.  So if it will be helpful to

22    you?

23                 LORI MATHIEU:  Say that again?

24    Sorry.

25                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  That the way that
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� 1    we've been looking at implementation -- and this

 2    is the next discussion -- but that subject matter

 3    experts to be invited in on specific topics is

 4    another way to get additional voices at the table

 5    and additional participation, short of full

 6    membership in the Water Planning Council advisory

 7    group.

 8                 LORI MATHIEU:  True.  True.

 9    Absolutely.  I would agree with that.

10                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Any further comment

11    from those that worked on this?

12                 Virginia?

13                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I would just like

14    to point out going back to our earlier discussion

15    that in the full report the very last sentence on

16    the first page reads, note that in its meeting of

17    October 3, 2017, the WPC indicated that the

18    statute did not limit the composition of the Water

19    Planning Council advisory group to the categories

20    therein.  So it is in there as a statement.

21                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.

22                 Karen, anything further?

23

24                 (No response.)

25
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� 1                 THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, we'll call for

 2    the vote.

 3                 All those in favor signify by saying,

 4    aye.

 5                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

 6                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for your

 7    work very much.  We appreciate it.

 8                 So the next item on the Water

 9    Planning Council Advisory Group is the state water

10    plan implementation framework concept.  We've

11    spent quite a bit of time on this.  Would you like

12    to talk about that?

13                 JOHN HUDAK:  Sure.  And I won't

14    rehash the whole thing again, but I think I would

15    start with the second page, and just highlight the

16    fact that the suggested framework for a state

17    water plan implementation calls for creating a new

18    implementation workgroup.

19                 So really you have three main

20    entities here.  You have the Water Planning

21    Council, the Water Planning Council advisory

22    group, and the workgroup.  The Water Planning

23    Council is a primary implementation body for the

24    state water plan setting directions, establishing

25    assignments and taking action on recommendations.
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� 1                 The advisory group's roll is really

 2    kind of viewed as a stakeholder voice to the Water

 3    Planning Council and the work group.  The advisory

 4    group under this framework will be collaborating

 5    with the Water Planning Council concerning

 6    implementation priorities, perhaps helping with

 7    recruiting members for the implementation

 8    workgroup, having a few members at least as

 9    members of that workgroup and providing formal and

10    informal advice, review and recommendations on

11    proposed decisions and deliverables from the

12    workgroup.

13                 So the idea is that workgroup

14    products would be bounced off of the advisory

15    group, and from there the workgroup would take

16    those, that feedback and perhaps make changes to

17    the report or other documents and then send it up

18    to the planning council.

19                 The workgroup itself is where the

20    work gets done, carrying out work assigned by the

21    Water Planning Council to recommend actions needed

22    to implement recommendations in the state water

23    plan.  The one requirement we called for, for

24    members is they would be expected to have

25    knowledge and experience in policy and scientific
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� 1    and technical matters associated with the

 2    implementation it had.

 3                 It's intended to be flexible.  I

 4    would anticipate there would be some kind of core

 5    group initially that may evolve over time, but the

 6    workgroup would also be able to create

 7    subcommittees as needed for specific tasks and

 8    that could include use of external subject matter

 9    experts as well.

10                 So I don't think I will -- I think

11    I'll pause and see if you have any thoughts on

12    that, but that's really the essence of how it

13    would work.

14                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  And do I think

15    that the case example walks you through it and

16    clarifies some of the steps -- if you scan the

17    third page, which is the example.

18                 LORI MATHIEU:  So a few questions for

19    you.  This, what you outlined in the first page,

20    is that consistent with what's in the draft plan

21    right now, the draft state water plan?

22                 JOHN HUDAK:  Are you talking about

23    the chart?

24                 LORI MATHIEU:  I'm talking about just

25    the paragraph that says a possible approach, the
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� 1    second paragraph, last sentence.

 2                 A possible approach for putting the

 3    recommendations of the state water plan into

 4    action is having the implementation advisory group

 5    take the form of a state water plan implementation

 6    workgroup.

 7                 Is that consistent with what is

 8    stated in the state water plan?

 9                 JOHN HUDAK:  You know, I'm looking at

10    the chart and I actually -- since I've written

11    this and looking at Kirk Westphal's chart in here,

12    I think --

13                 THE CHAIRMAN:  The chart that gives

14    us all a big headache?

15                 JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah, I won't dwell on

16    it, but I think as it appears in the chart the

17    implementation advisory group is actually probably

18    closer to the -- oh, wait.  I think I did get that

19    right.  The Water Planning Council advisory group.

20                 So that, that's the stakeholder piece

21    of the process.  The right side of the chart in a

22    green box, there's a delegate to committee box.  I

23    would view more of that as the implementation

24    workgroup that really kind of gets into the weeds

25    of an issue.
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 2    this chart is in this chart it has the -- well,

 3    implementation advisory group or the Water

 4    Planning Council advisory group, if you may,

 5    going -- feeding information and feedback back to

 6    the Water Planning Council.

 7                 I think our model more views this as

 8    the Water Planning Council advisory group going

 9    back to the implementation workgroup, and from

10    there the recommendations would be funneled back

11    up to the Water Planning Council.

12                 LORI MATHIEU:  So just to follow up

13    on my question.  So it's somewhat inconsistent and

14    different?

15                 JOHN HUDAK:  I would say the intent

16    is pretty consistent.  You have a technical group

17    grappling with the issue at hand, and then you

18    have a stakeholder group to bounce this

19    information off --

20                 LORI MATHIEU:  But you're not

21    following it one-for-one.

22                 JOHN HUDAK:  Is it exactly --

23                 LORI MATHIEU:  It's not.

24                 JOHN HUDAK:  -- you know, with all

25    the arrows in the chart?  No.
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 2    going to get to the same goal?  I mean, that's the

 3    thing -- rather it's inconsistent.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I just, you

 5    know, for me for -- just when I read through this.

 6    And I don't have many issues with this at all,

 7    except for the fact that anything that we move

 8    forward with I think, and kind of think through,

 9    that we should be consistent with what the plan

10    that we just handed to the legislators and the

11    Governor say.

12                 And so I think that that's important

13    with our presentation that we're going to work on.

14    I think that's important with anything that we

15    move forward and that's why I always look back to

16    the statute when we're talking to the advisory

17    group, because the statute guide us.

18                 And that's why I've been adamant

19    through this process in developing the state plan

20    and going back to the statute, because the statute

21    guided us and we have to address that.  So that's

22    all I'm saying.  So you know, I'm fine with that,

23    but I've always wanted to go back to what the plan

24    said because we've spent an enormous amount of

25    time on development of that chart and
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� 1    understanding that chart along with CDM Smith.

 2                 And I think it's valuable, those

 3    pages.  Beyond that chart there, there's five or

 4    six more pages in the plan that actually break

 5    down the process, because we couldn't quite

 6    understand -- all of us to get our hands around

 7    what Kirk had in his mind.  So we asked him to

 8    break it down even further, and he did do that.

 9    So it's sort of really spelled out in great detail

10    in five or six pages in the draft plan.

11                 So I think that that was a great

12    benefit to us to think through how we actually

13    should, as a Water Planning Council, move forward

14    with implementation.  So I just want to stick to

15    that basic tenet.  When we talk about the chart I

16    want to talk about the chart and the plan.

17                 THE CHAIRMAN:  And I think we are.  I

18    think we are.

19                 So Virginia?

20                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  And I'd like to

21    make a couple points related to that, Lori.

22                 We started with the chart and the

23    plan.  And just a point of information.  I was the

24    one that broke it down into the pieces, not Kirk.

25    So I'm very familiar with the intricacies of that
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 2                 We started with that and tried

 3    working through it in terms of how we would

 4    actually use it, and we found we were not able to

 5    come up with an efficient way of implementation

 6    using the specifics in that chart.  What we came

 7    up with Kirk is aware of, and you know, we have

 8    run it by him.

 9                 And as I think you used the word

10    "intent," he felt that the intent was consistent

11    with his original ideas, even though as you said

12    the actual arrows and the very specifics might not

13    be -- but that the intent was the same.

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  So I have some other

15    comments, some specific comments if you would like

16    to look at on the second page.  So I have some

17    very specific changes that I would suggest.  When

18    you say the following outlines the roles and

19    responsibilities of each of the three entities

20    discussed here, I would say the Water Planning

21    Council -- and here is my words -- is responsible

22    for the state water plan implementation and sets

23    priorities, directions and establishes

24    assignments, as you say.

25                 And then other groups, as needed,
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� 1    seeks recommendations from the advisory group as

 2    needed.  That's when you're defining what the role

 3    of the Water Planning Council is.  So I can give

 4    you that language.  I know I read that fast.

 5                 JOHN HUDAK:  That would be helpful.

 6                 LORI MATHIEU:  Secondly, the Water

 7    Planning Council -- the only thing I would suggest

 8    is on number two use the word "assists" first.

 9    Assist the Water Planning Council concerning

10    implantation priorities.

11                 And on workgroups it says, to this

12    end.  I would say -- last sentence I would add, at

13    the direction of the Water Planning Council the

14    workgroup may create subcommittees.

15                 And then a question for you on the

16    second to last paragraph where you talk about

17    workgroup chairs.  Do you anticipate having --

18    these are not the chairs of the advisory group.

19    These are new chairs of the new workgroup?

20                 JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.

21                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think you should

22    probably make that clear just to -- if there's any

23    question on that in the future.

24                 And I think just in general, some of

25    my last comments just in general.  The document
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 2    think it's important to follow through on

 3    implementation.  I've said it all along.

 4                 This group here can't do everything

 5    that's required in this plan.  There's so much to

 6    do and I think there is a lot of work moving

 7    forward once the plan is approved.  So I'm in

 8    agreement with the case example.  I think that

 9    provides a good benefit to this document.

10                 And again, my final statement is

11    that, you know, to be clear I think the state

12    water plan implementation setting priorities is

13    the role of the Water Planning Council.

14                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.

15                 Betsey, would you like to?

16                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  May I just see

17    page 2 where you made those suggested

18    recommendations?  Do you have it written so I can

19    read them?

20                 LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, they're in blue.

21                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I'm fine with

22    those, Jack.  I mean -- and I would suggest a

23    motion to add these to it as long as the group

24    members are comfortable.

25                 Did you hear enough when Lori
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� 1    discussed it to do that?

 2                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I have a question

 3    to the three of you.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  I can hand this to --

 5    I know I read it quick.

 6                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  No, I think I got

 7    it.  But the point that you made, Lori, of

 8    creating the subcommittees and you had added at

 9    the direction of the Water Planning Council.  This

10    is a question for the three of you.  Do you folks

11    really want to get involved in that level of

12    detail?

13                 If the workgroup is meeting and they

14    say, we need a small group to go, and you know,

15    call these, these five folks.  And so you guys get

16    together and figure out what the five folks are

17    going to -- do you really want to be involved in

18    that level of detail?

19                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I didn't

20    necessarily interpret it as that level of detail,

21    Virginia.

22                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Well, you've got

23    the workgroup and then there's the possibility

24    they might find a need for a subgroup to look at a

25    particular aspect of the issue.  And what I
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 2    want that direction to come from the Water

 3    Planning Council.

 4                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I would think that the

 5    Water Planning Council has enough faith in the

 6    ability of the advisory group and its members to

 7    make those decisions.  We certainly would want to

 8    be apprised to that, but I don't think we have to

 9    have a meeting to approve that.

10                 LORI MATHIEU:  Maybe I could reword

11    it to say, with the knowledge of the Water

12    Planning Council, just to notify us what's going

13    on, not at the direction of.

14                 JOHN HUDAK:  And I would expect that

15    the chairs of the implementation group would be

16    coming here and to the Water Planning Council

17    advisory group, and reporting out on what they're

18    doing.

19                 LORI MATHIEU:  And so say the chairs

20    said, well, you know what?  We need people to talk

21    about class B and water reuse.  Right?  And we're

22    reaching out to X, Y, and Z and we're going to

23    create a subgroup.

24                 I think just to notify us and say,

25    here's what -- so we can change, make the change
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 2    there.

 3                 JOHN HUDAK:  Sometimes it can be very

 4    informal.  You know, it can happen right at a

 5    meeting, like once the volunteer raised their

 6    hand.

 7                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Or somebody knows

 8    somebody that could be of assistance.

 9                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Does that address

10    your issue, Virginia?

11                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Yes, definitely.

12    Thank you.

13                 LORI MATHIEU:  We could modify that

14    wording.  You know, just so that we know what's

15    going on.

16                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And is the other

17    language of concern to the group?

18                 LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, read the rest in

19    blue.

20                 JOHN HUDAK:  Lori, would the first

21    sentence of the paragraph following the bullets

22    suffice for that issue about the -- anticipated

23    that the workgroup chairs will provide the state

24    water plan implementation updates to both the WPC

25    and WPCAG during the respective meetings and as
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 2                 LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, that's fine.

 3                 THE CHAIRMAN:  That's perfect.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  That's really good.

 5    So let me give this to Margaret to take a look.

 6    So it's in blue, and we're just crossing that out.

 7    I'm always trying the get the policy and science

 8    and technology group to come back because I

 9    enjoyed their meeting so much.

10                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  That was part of

11    the consideration, to keep those folks and some of

12    the Steering Committee folks actively engaged

13    through this process.

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  You okay with that?

15                 JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.

16                 THE CHAIRMAN:  So with that, with

17    those changes --

18                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Would you like a

19    motion, Jack?

20                 THE CHAIRMAN:  With those changes I

21    would entertain a motion to adopt the statewide --

22    state water plan implementation workgroup report

23    in terms of developing an implementation plan with

24    those changes.

25                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Effective
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� 1    September 1, 2017, as amended?

 2                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

 3                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  Second.

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made and

 6    seconded.  Any discussion?  Any further

 7    discussion?

 8                 LORI MATHIEU:  Can we date it today's

 9    date?

10                 THE CHAIRMAN:  We can.  I don't see

11    anything wrong with adopting it today.  I see no

12    problem with that.  We'll make that change.  I

13    agree with that.  Any questions on the motion?

14

15                 (No response.)

16

17                 THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, all those in

18    favor signify by saying, aye.

19                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

20                 THE CHAIRMAN:  The motion is passed.

21    Thank you.  Good luck.

22                 Look forward to working with you on

23    the implementation committee.

24                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And thank you to

25    the advisory group for all the work you did to get
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� 1    both the, sort of the procedures in place

 2    and you've come a really long way in the last five

 3    months, and we appreciate that effort.

 4                 THE CHAIRMAN:  We appreciate it very

 5    much, which is a nice segue into Margaret Miner.

 6                 MARGARET MINER:  Talking about the

 7    advisory group?

 8                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

 9                 MARGARET MINER:  We canceled our last

10    meeting.

11                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

12                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Did you all get

13    that?  I mean, how often have you heard that?  The

14    chairs got together, looked to see that there was

15    nothing worth talking about and canceled the

16    meeting?  I mean, what makes more sense?

17                 THE CHAIRMAN:  That sounds good.

18                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Is that why the

19    meeting was canceled?

20                 JOHN HUDAK:  It was.  Because we

21    didn't have enough to drag people up to New

22    Britain to talk about.  So --

23                 MARGARET MINER:  We were awaiting

24    various items of news from you, some of which had

25    just been passed, raised and passed.
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� 1                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Which is great.  Okay.

 2    Anything else from the -- we counted all the

 3    advisory group business.  So I think -- anything

 4    else?

 5                 JOHN HUDAK:  I would just ask a

 6    question as to where do we go next with this

 7    framework that we just adopted?  What's the next

 8    step?

 9                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I would think the next

10    step is to convene a group and just start

11    monitoring what's going on.  I mean, the first big

12    thing would be obviously the legislative session

13    coming up that we're going to certainly need.

14                 The implementation won't happen if we

15    don't get this passed.  So I think that that's --

16    would be a number one priority of the

17    implementation group right now.

18                 MARGARET MINER:  And I think now that

19    these two items have been accepted by the Water

20    Planning Council, the advisory group will sit down

21    and look at them.  Okay.  What do we do now?

22                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.

23                 MARGARET MINER:  If it's a question

24    of membership, what's our keenest interest?  If

25    it's a question of the implementation, even though
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� 1    the plan has not been approved I think we can

 2    start to talk about how we would -- how we're

 3    going to interact, let's say with legislators,

 4    with implementation in our minds.  How will this

 5    interact with implementation if it is?

 6                 So I think the advisory group, we

 7    postponed partly to have the chance to sit down

 8    and look at whatever came out of this meeting and

 9    so we'll have things to do.  We won't cancel the

10    next meeting.

11                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Oh, I'm sure.  You're

12    going to have plenty to do.

13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I also think

14    the Council is very focused on getting the plan

15    through the legislature and finally adopted.

16    Obviously the next task, assuming that goes

17    smoothly is prioritization of implementation,

18    because there's more in that plan than we're going

19    to be able to do in the next year, certainly.

20                 And so I think everyone should begin

21    thinking about what's important to them and

22    starting the discussion of, what are the

23    priorities for implementation?

24                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  And frankly,

25    everyone in this room will probably be asked that
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 2                 LORI MATHIEU:  I can give you my top

 3    ten right now.  Are you ready?

 4                 So conservation, I keep hearing.  I

 5    wasn't at the League of Conservation Voters

 6    meeting, but I watched the YouTube video -- very

 7    nice, by the way -- of the water panel that you

 8    were on, along with David Sutherland and Alicea

 9    Charamut, and with great interest.

10                 And water conservation came up during

11    that panel discussion, and I would absolutely a

12    hundred percent agree in that -- and water

13    efficiency.

14                 MARGARET MINER:  And in my response

15    to one of those questions I did mention the

16    advantage of trying to expand the use of water

17    conservation rates of the type of rate structure

18    that the private companies are using -- it could

19    also help the public companies to disconnect, to

20    decouple their revenues from the sales so that

21    they have a stable revenue stream that they can

22    rely upon even if sales fluctuate.

23                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Very good.

24                 Virginia?

25                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  One piece of the
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� 1    broader discussion that I've been very aware of

 2    about the news reports of the water crisis in Cape

 3    Town.  And there have been a lot of reports about

 4    with the mandated cutbacks, that many people have

 5    not been following those guidelines and not taking

 6    the situation seriously.

 7                 And I think that's something that we

 8    need to be addressing hopefully under the umbrella

 9    of this plan of when we get into those crises

10    situations how we can enforce and get people to

11    actually follow the guidelines and the mandates.

12                 LORI MATHIEU:  And I think the goal

13    along with this whole discussion -- so we had this

14    discussion in a policy meeting at one point.  All

15    of these topics came up between the stakeholders

16    in the room.

17                 Another point is municipal ordinances

18    and what to do, and there's a lot of good ideas

19    out there.  We have a draft ordinance that's older

20    and probably needs to be dusted off and looked at,

21    and updated.  And why hasn't it been adopted by

22    many towns?

23                 I think that that's another piece of

24    this puzzle, is the enforcement.  And who will do

25    what, and when, and how?  And how does it all link
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 2    water supply plan, per se?  So there's a lot to do

 3    there and I think there's a lot of interest in

 4    that.

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.

 6                 Moving onto new business -- oh, a

 7    funding update.  Elaine, do you know anything

 8    about the Army Corps?

 9                 ELAINE SISTARE:  We did have a call

10    with the Army Corps with, I think, Betsey and Lori

11    a few weeks ago.  And the conclusion was that we

12    would table discussion items until, I think,

13    April.  You know, basically understanding that the

14    Council has been busy with finalizing the plan and

15    getting it through the Legislature.

16                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Thank you,

17    Lori.  And thank you, Betsey.

18                 Drought plan update.

19                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So Eric couldn't

20    be here.  Lori, I don't know whether you could

21    give an update.  I know Corinne spoke to Eric and

22    can give the update.

23                 However you would like to do it.

24                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I could start

25    and Corinne can -- because I forget the details.
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 2    drought group.  They met once already and they've

 3    made good progress.  There's members of all of our

 4    teams there.  There's six agencies involved.

 5                 So we continued to address the

 6    comments that were received and are working our

 7    way.  I think I saw a meeting request from Eric

 8    yesterday.  So if you have any more detail?

 9                 CORINNE FITTING:  The meeting is

10    scheduled for this Friday.

11                 LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  This Friday.

12    Okay.

13                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Now is there a

14    possibility of legislative recommendations from

15    this group?

16                 LORI MATHIEU:  From which group?

17                 THE CHAIRMAN:  The drought group.

18                 LORI MATHIEU:  Legislative

19    recommendations?

20                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I mean, it seems like

21    we've been talking about this as long as the state

22    water plan, to be perfectly candid with you, the

23    drought.  And it seems to me that it's coming

24    to -- when we go out to some who are here, and

25    some of our senators and representatives are a
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� 1    little bit concerned about why this State does not

 2    have a drought plan.  So my question is --

 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, it's a good

 4    question.  That's a great question.

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, given the fact

 6    that we're in the midst of a legislative session,

 7    a short session at that, and that we'll be doing

 8    some water plan legislation, is there going to be

 9    a potential for any type of legislation,

10    because we've been talking about --

11                 LORI MATHIEU:  So my opinion.  So the

12    state drought plan, there's no statutory

13    requirement to produce the state drought plan.

14    The plan that we came up with was basically an ad

15    hoc group of people that went through the drought

16    in 1999.  Some of us have been around that long

17    and we put together the plan as a group of

18    agencies.  It's not a statutory requirement.

19                 So my opinion, if you want my opinion

20    about legislation I think there probably should be

21    a foundation statutory requirement that says X, Y,

22    and Z.  And the State shall do this, this and

23    this, and link it to other statutes that exist

24    between all of our agencies.

25                 That's why we sort of struggle,
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 2    backbone of a statute that gives us the authority

 3    to move this forward in a general sense.

 4                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Because if you talk

 5    about consistency all the time, we're

 6    inconsistent.  I mean, one part of the State is

 7    doing one thing, another thing.  I mean, when

 8    things get really bad the Governor will issue an

 9    order.

10                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  There's a couple

11    of different discussions that are going on and I

12    think it's really important that we separate it

13    out.

14                 What we're talking about is the state

15    drought plan, which is how the State of

16    Connecticut will respond to a drought, what its

17    triggers are, what it does and what are the steps

18    that are taken.

19                 You then have the individual drought

20    plans embedded in the water supply plans for each

21    of the water suppliers which are different and

22    unique.  I mean, so we've got two levels of

23    drivers here and in discussion they often get sort

24    of combined and confused.

25                 JOHN HUDAK:  And the Connecticut
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� 1    section actually has a group working on this right

 2    now to come up with some recommendations as far as

 3    keeping those two plans separate and distinct,

 4    those two types of plans, but also helping them

 5    communicate with each other better and inform one

 6    another.

 7                 THE CHAIRMAN:  When you say,

 8    separate, so in other words, south

 9    central regional water has their own drought plan?

10                 JOHN HUDAK:  Right.

11                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Everybody has their

12    own drought plan.  I mean, can you imagine how our

13    constituents must feel about this, I mean, in

14    terms of sending an inconsistent message to the

15    people that we serve?

16                 I mean, we're in the business and

17    it's not clear to me when you're supposed to

18    implement what.  I mean, I think we do a terrible

19    job at this and I think we really should get

20    clarified.

21                 CORINNE FITTING:  If I may?  The

22    workgroup, the group that's the subcommittee

23    that's working on it right now is going through

24    the public comments that were submitted on the

25    plan and trying to respond to those.  And I think
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 2    recommendations for you, for the Water Planning

 3    Council.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  So the one

 5    thing, as Betsey noted, there's a state drought

 6    plan and the state drought plan looks at more than

 7    just water supply.  There are seven categories

 8    right now that we look at it.  And they're -- it's

 9    sort of aged and its time has come to update it

10    and refresh it with more and better information

11    such as drought forecasting.

12                 So there's that effort.  And that

13    blend has been around since 2003, the state

14    drought plan.  There are water supply plan drought

15    plans.  There are 85 of them.  We have 85 public

16    water systems that serve over a thousand people.

17    They have to produce a water conservation plan.

18                 Part of that conservation plan and

19    emergency plan are these drought triggers.  They

20    have been around since 1986.  So those -- and

21    Betsey noted it correctly is that they're not tied

22    together.

23                 Now the difficulty becomes where you

24    have a regional drought, say, in the southwestern

25    part of the state that doesn't at all effect the
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� 1    eastern part of the state.  And the eastern part

 2    of the state is served by maybe 15 different

 3    public water system with different system

 4    capacities.  Not every system has the same

 5    capacity.

 6                 So what we were thinking when we went

 7    through the drought of '16 and into '17, when we

 8    reached the stage following the current plan that

 9    we have, when we were maybe getting to this third

10    stage we were going to possibly consider telling

11    utilities, look.  Even though some of you have

12    different capacities we all need to now be at this

13    stage together.  And we were starting to consider

14    that when -- with Dave LeVasseur in charge and we

15    were starting to think about what we need to do

16    next because it was getting more severe.

17                 Then in March it started to rain and

18    snow, but I think there's the linkage.  We have to

19    discuss that with this committee of six agencies

20    to think about how would it come together and at

21    what point should it come together?

22                 Because at a certain point it doesn't

23    make sense, because it's just regional and in

24    certain areas, but in a case like that we were

25    starting to get very concerned if it didn't start
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 2    a consistent measure, and did that make sense?  So

 3    we were starting that discussion at that time.

 4                 So I think that's a real interesting

 5    discussion with everybody in the room as to how do

 6    we do that?  How do we make sure we have that

 7    consistent message?

 8                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And I think that

 9    there are some who would like a one-size-fits-all

10    solution.  It's not that simple.

11                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think you're

12    absolutely right.

13                 LORI MATHIEU:  It's very complicated

14    because it's not just one or two large systems,

15    like electricity side.  There's 85 separate plans

16    with 85 separate capacities of margins of safeties

17    that are very different.

18                 Some of them are ground water.  Some

19    of them are surface water.  Some of them have a

20    very large reservoir.  Some of them have smaller

21    reservoirs.  So it may get affected differently by

22    drought and different conditions.

23                 JOHN HUDAK:  Some are hitting

24    triggers every year.  Some never hit them.

25                 LORI MATHIEU:  Absolutely.  And what
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 2    asked the water industry in the summer of '16 to

 3    look at those trigger levels.  We sent out a

 4    circular letter asking for that, those to be

 5    sharpened up and looked at and reviewed.  And many

 6    of the water systems are doing that and working

 7    with them.  We're going to continue to make sure

 8    that, similar to what Aquarion is doing with the

 9    drought forecasting.

10                 JOHN HUDAK:  We're doing the same

11    thing.

12                 LORI MATHIEU:  And some of the larger

13    systems are able and capable of moving in that

14    direction with a forecasting model.  We think that

15    that's the future of where we should probably

16    head.  Not every system has a capacity to do that.

17    So that's where we're headed we think.

18                 So again, I agree with Betsey.  It's

19    not that simple.

20                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And also reaching

21    back to Lori's top priority, which is

22    conservation.  I mean, conservation makes sense,

23    period, even more when you sort of get towards

24    those drought triggers.  But if we can sort of

25    build that ethic in the State for water
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 2    ahead of the curve, and that would make the

 3    message more consistent.

 4                 Virginia wants to say something.

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  She does.  Yes,

 6    Virginia?

 7                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I'm going to make

 8    a very radical comment.  You know, you have all

 9    been saying how complicated it is.  My feeling is

10    that it is, not only is it complicated, it is not

11    possible to have a state water plan, even one

12    looking at things regionally, to be consistent

13    with water supply plans and the various suppliers.

14                 The text of one of the existing

15    drafts basically said, it's never going to match

16    up and you have to, you know, you've got to take

17    that into account.

18                 That being said, what is the purpose

19    of having a state drought plan?  The easiest way

20    to make them consistent is to not have one of

21    them.  The local issues, the supply that's coming

22    from suppliers, they're going to be supplying

23    according to their drought triggers.

24                 I don't expect that private well

25    owners will be tuned into a state drought plan.
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 2    own well.  They think that they're sort of exempt

 3    from all that over there.  I don't even know if

 4    they would be paying attention to it.

 5                 Perhaps the group that would not be

 6    covered is the small suppliers that aren't large

 7    enough to need their own drought plans, but I

 8    think we really should think of, what is the

 9    purpose of the statewide plan?  And perhaps

10    whatever that purpose is, could it be better

11    addressed in a different vehicle?

12                 LORI MATHIEU:  Well, since I've been

13    around forever and help produced the first drought

14    plan --

15                 THE CHAIRMAN:  A veteran.

16                 LORI MATHIEU:  Veteran, that means

17    old.  Right?  All of us have been around a long

18    time.  So the purpose is not only for water

19    supply.  I forget the seven categories, but I'm

20    going to give it a try.

21                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  But those are just

22    analyzing the potential amount of water available

23    for supply.

24                 LORI MATHIEU:  But you could have a

25    drought that severely impacts agricultural and
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 2    other things.

 3                 You know, you're looking at many,

 4    many factors and there are droughts.  The state

 5    drought plan, we have a broader responsibility

 6    than just water supply, and a lot of the comments

 7    came to us and said, look.  You guys, you focus

 8    too much on reservoir capacity.  You're always

 9    thinking about reservoir capacity.  It's more than

10    just reservoir capacity.

11                 And we, you know, a number of people

12    from OPM would say, look.  We have to think more

13    broadly, and I agree.  I agree.

14                 And so one of the things that on the

15    water supply issue we're looking at is, not just

16    reservoir capacity as a trigger, but system

17    capacity.  That's much more important to us in the

18    drinking water field, but essentially the plan is

19    to guide and advise the Governor as to what

20    steps -- like, pay attention to what's happening.

21                 Pay attention closely to all seven

22    triggers, and we all do as a group of six

23    agencies.  Monitor that, get together when we

24    start -- and share information between all of us

25    to make sure that we are tracking, because we do
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 2    these e-mails.  Right, Corinne?  And Betsey?

 3    Jack?

 4                 You see these e-mails about, oh, wait

 5    a minute.  It's starting to get dry here.  Here's

 6    a streamflow issue here.  Let's have a meeting.

 7    OPM is the lead.  We get together.  We compare

 8    notes.  We look at all of the seven categories.

 9    We start to say, what do we think?  What does the

10    plan tell us what we think in this area?  Do we

11    start to advise the Governor?

12                 VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Who is your

13    audience?

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  It is the citizens of

15    the State of Connecticut, not only private well

16    owners like myself, but people within public water

17    systems that want to know more about, you know,

18    they hear on the Weather Channel about the drought

19    monitor saying this and that.  What does the State

20    of Connecticut say about the situation looking at

21    the seven categories.

22                 That's what this was meant to do, was

23    to advise the citizens of the State of Connecticut

24    and also to make sure that the state agencies were

25    coordinated and managing the seven categories of
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 2    what the plan was, and that's what the plan has

 3    done since 2003.

 4                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Right.  It also

 5    set up for various levels of state response an

 6    authority that could be triggered based when you

 7    get to certain conditions, because we have pretty

 8    broad authority the worse things get.

 9                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Margaret?

10                 MARGARET MINER:  I'd just say that I

11    think that legislators are looking for more

12    uniformity than you all are discussing and the

13    variations from water supplier to water supplier

14    and what the triggers are, what they do when there

15    is a trigger.

16                 Sometimes there are multiple

17    suppliers in the same region whose trigger are

18    looking at -- even if it's a regional drought you

19    can be dealing with more than one water supply and

20    a different set of triggers.  Water companies

21    estimates of safe yields vary.  Some aren't

22    willing to show their safe yield calculations.

23                 So I think that the legislators and

24    many of their constituents are looking for a plan

25    that will integrate water supply plans.  They may
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 2    terms of a general drought, Lori, you point out

 3    agriculture.  Of course, we look at dried up

 4    streams.  That's our trigger.  A fish lying on the

 5    rocks, that's our trigger.

 6                 So my guess is that the legislators

 7    will be looking for some legislative

 8    recommendations.  And if it's just to do a plan, I

 9    think they would want a lot of specifics.  A plan

10    that does what?  And the fragmentation that exists

11    now and the inconsistency and how triggers are

12    created and who follows them, and what happens in

13    the community once something is triggered, that's

14    what's extremely frustrating.  And I'm sure you've

15    heard it as you go around the state.

16                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Senator Kennedy was

17    pretty emphatic about it when we heard him speak

18    in Wallingford exactly what you're saying,

19    Margaret.

20                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think the struggle

21    is -- I think is just what Margaret said, is the

22    basics of just plainly understanding the

23    challenges that we face because I'm not sure if

24    all the legislators who want to have the

25    uniformity can understand the complexity that we
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 2                 THE CHAIRMAN:  It's true.

 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  And I think what needs

 4    to happen -- I've been talking about this.  There

 5    needs to be a basic presentation put together from

 6    maybe a few of us here that outlines what we have

 7    today.

 8                 Here's what we have today.  Here's

 9    what we do.  Answer the questions.  Why do we have

10    a state drought plan?  Why does it even exist?

11    What happened in the past?  What do the water

12    utilities do?  You know, do they do nothing?  No,

13    they don't do nothing.  They actually are

14    responsible under their drought triggers to report

15    to the state agency.

16                 When they monitor these triggers, if

17    they hit the first trigger level they have to tell

18    the state agencies.  And we track that and we put

19    all that information up online, but I think just

20    the baseline information of what happens today,

21    what are the levels of responsibilities today --

22    needs to be better presented to the legislators on

23    a consistent basis.

24                 So maybe -- I would love to do that

25    presentation for legislators who have an interest
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 2    Jack's question, start to answer Jack's question.

 3    What legislative initiatives should we have?  I

 4    can't answer that right now.  I have my ideas, but

 5    I think we all need to put our thoughts together

 6    and work together on that because it is

 7    complicated.  It's not as simple as saying, let's

 8    just do it and make it all, you know, the Governor

 9    is going to make the call and everybody is going

10    to do the same thing.

11                 I'm not sure if that's the best

12    thing, but definitely there needs to be more

13    consistent messaging so that everybody gets the

14    message about water conservation.

15                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I'm sure we're

16    going to have a lot more discussion on water

17    conservation and the drought plan.  That's for

18    sure.

19                 With that, WUCC update, Lori?

20                 LORI MATHIEU:  WUCC update.  So right

21    now there's WUCC meetings coming up next week and

22    the week after in February.  The work of the WUCC

23    at this point is that the integrated report draft

24    will be made for public viewing and public comment

25    in the next ten days at all three WUCCs.  That's
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 2                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Congratulations.

 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  A lot of good

 4    information will be made available for review and

 5    comment.

 6                 THE CHAIRMAN:  That's wonderful.

 7    Great.  Good work.

 8                 Any other old business, or new

 9    business?

10

11                 (No response.)

12

13                 THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, we'll go to

14    public comment.  Is there any public comment

15    today?

16                 Yes, please identify yourself.

17                 LINDA PAGANI:  Linda Pagani,

18    Bloomfield.  I had recently sent the members of

19    the Water Planning Council an e-mail asking if you

20    could make available on your dedicated Water

21    Planning Council website the letters from the

22    legislators that came in regarding the flurry of

23    activity on the water as a public trust issue.

24                 So Eric did a great job in getting

25    these all in batch comment PDF file, and it's on
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 2    But if someone goes and reads through all those

 3    they will not see the letters that were sent to

 4    you, the January 17th letter from State Senators

 5    Fasano and Witkos are not in those specifically

 6    regarding the public trust issue.  The

 7    January 18th letter signed by Connecticut

 8    Waterworks, CBIA and four others, four other

 9    organizations; and the January 22, 2018, letter

10    signed by State Senators Looney and Bye.

11                 And I think just to get a full

12    picture of the flurry of comments that were going

13    around about this issue before you voted, you took

14    your final vote on the 23rd.  I think those should

15    be in there, and it can be just noted as revised

16    or you know -- yeah, updated or something like

17    that so people will know that.

18                 And then I had also asked if any

19    other letters or lobbyists, legislator or

20    additional comments within that time period, you

21    know, ending like on the 22nd or the 23rd could be

22    included in that one document.

23                 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we can do

24    that.

25                 LORI MATHIEU:  Just a question.  On
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 2    for correspondence on our webpage?

 3                 LINDA PAGANI:  No.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  Maybe we should create

 5    a spot where we can put correspondence, and that I

 6    think all of those would fit that category.

 7                 LINDA PAGANI:  Well again, this is

 8    the latest news item on 1/24.  And I looked at the

 9    docket to see if anything was there.

10                 LORI MATHIEU:  Nothing is there?

11                 LINDA PAGANI:  The official docket

12    didn't have what I'm talking about.  And you know,

13    I think it's just human nature that -- so one

14    phase of the plan is complete now.  Right?  Nobody

15    really is ever going to go back and make sure all

16    these holes are filled in unless we deal with it

17    right now.

18                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So Linda, are you

19    suggesting that we update the PDF to include those

20    three documents, or to list them separately?

21                 LINDA PAGANI:  Yes -- no, I'm

22    suggesting that all -- all the conversation around

23    this issue should be in one document.

24                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Absolutely.  We can

25    get that done.
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 2    there are any others I don't know about?

 3                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Of course.

 4                 LINDA PAGANI:  I just happen to know

 5    about these.

 6                 LORI MATHIEU:  And also just a point

 7    on -- maybe you could talk to Eric about the

 8    correspondence.  Maybe there needs to be a place

 9    where any letter that comes in will be put in

10    correspondence so that anybody can see all of

11    that.  So I just kind of wonder where those

12    letters go.

13                 LINDA PAGANI:  Yeah, that would be

14    good.  And the other thing is what this is

15    bringing up -- since you look a little bit

16    surprised about this e-mail.  Where do these

17    e-mails go?

18                 Again when I talk about the website I

19    just mean your Connecticut Water Planning Council

20    dedicated website.  And there's only one e-mail

21    address, WPC@CT.gov.  So I just assumed that this

22    would maybe be forwarded to you.  I mean, I'm sure

23    you get, you know, hundreds of e-mails.

24                 But how does a resident, a citizen

25    correspond with the Water Planning Council?
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 2                 I can tell you obviously we saw all

 3    three of the letters.

 4                 LINDA PAGANI:  But my e-mail is what

 5    I'm talking about.  I know you saw the letters.

 6                 CORINNE FITTING:  I mean, Eric

 7    monitors that e-mail.  And most of the

 8    correspondence is around a particular issue.  So

 9    he screens it and then sends it to the appropriate

10    agency for a response.  So typically the response

11    would then come through one of the Water Planning

12    Council members.

13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But the group of

14    e-mails you're talking about were batched

15    together, and the Water Planning Council did

16    receive those by e-mail as a unit before we

17    actually voted on the state water plan.

18                 LINDA PAGANI:  Right.  Now I

19    understand that.  That's really self explanatory.

20    I guess what I'm asking is, so I sent this e-mail

21    to the four of you, but through that address on

22    the 26th.

23                 And after I hit send I thought, well,

24    I put -- the subject was adding lobbyist and

25    legislator letters to CT.gov/water.  And then it
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 2    go to Eric because it's site specific, but the

 3    body of my message was addressed to the four

 4    members, because I thought it would be a decision

 5    of the four members as to whether those letters

 6    should go in that document.  So I'm just asking, I

 7    guess, how does a person --

 8                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  That e-mail

 9    account is monitored by Eric.  If you actually

10    want it to land on our desk it needs to go to our

11    individual e-mail address.  If you want that to be

12    sort of sent and received those are all available

13    online.

14                 THE CHAIRMAN:  We get many.  So thank

15    you.

16                 Any other public comment?

17

18                 (No response.)

19

20                 THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, is there

21    anything else to come before us this afternoon?

22

23                 (No response.)

24

25                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion to adjourn?
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 2                 LORI MATHIEU:  Second.

 3                 THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor.

 4                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

 5                 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.

 6    Have a good evening.

 7

 8                 (Whereupon, the above proceedings

 9    were concluded at 2:36 p.m.)
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Good afternoon.  We
  


 2     call this meeting of the Water Planning Council to
  


 3     order for Tuesday, February 6, 2018.  Acting
  


 4     Undersecretary Sullivan can not be with us today
  


 5     because obviously he is very busy preparing for
  


 6     the open legislative session tomorrow.
  


 7                  The first order of business will be
  


 8     the approval of the January 8th transcript which
  


 9     has been --
  


10                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  Second.
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made that the
  


13     January 8th transcript be approved.  Any questions
  


14     or comments?
  


15
  


16                  (No response.)
  


17
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, all those in
  


19     favor say, aye.
  


20                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The transcripts are
  


22     approved.
  


23                  Any correspondence anybody have?
  


24                  Who has joined us on the phone,
  


25     please?
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 1                  LORI VITAGLIANO:  Hi.  This is Lori
  


 2     from Regional Water Authority.
  


 3                  BETSY GARA:  Betsy Gara for CWWA.
  


 4                  FRED KLEIN:  Fred Klein, Pullman and
  


 5     Comely.
  


 6                  DAVID MURPHY:  David Murphy is on the
  


 7     phone.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyone else?
  


 9
  


10                  (No response.)
  


11
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Welcome.  So we'll
  


13     move onto the state water plan update.  One of the
  


14     things that we were going to work on was a press
  


15     release regarding the -- and I think I may be the
  


16     hold up on that.
  


17                  Is it ready to go out?
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  We drafted it.  We
  


19     worked together, Betsey and I.  We put quotes in
  


20     and then we were going to send it to upstairs.
  


21     Right?
  


22                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I believe that the
  


23     press people were getting clearance from the
  


24     powers that be.  So we need to check in on that
  


25     process.  I will do that when I get back.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Who's your press
  


 2     person now?
  


 3                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Chris Cullaby is
  


 4     our press person at DEEP.
  


 5                  LORI MATHIEU:  That was the last
  


 6     e-mail that I saw, was from Chris, to check on
  


 7     upper level reviews.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  But it's ready to go?
  


 9                  LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  I believe so.
  


10     You had added a quote?
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I don't know if I ever
  


12     actually added a quote, but maybe you could put a
  


13     quote in there for me.  I mean, that's fine.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  You can quote me.
  


16     We'll just double check on that.
  


17                  So we're talking about outreach
  


18     opportunities and public hearing discussion.
  


19     There's been no public hearing in the Legislature
  


20     that has been sent -- to my knowledge.  Right?
  


21                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, the plan has
  


22     been delivered.
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.
  


24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Formally
  


25     transmitted to the four committees of cognizance.
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  And the Governor based
  


 2     upon the law, and I don't think we have heard
  


 3     anything back from anyone at this point in time.
  


 4     The legislative session starts tomorrow.  Right?
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I would imagine that
  


 6     they'll be looking at it and we'll be called up to
  


 7     testify at some point.
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  So one thing that I
  


 9     know Betsey had sent, a PowerPoint presentation
  


10     and updated our presentation just in anticipation
  


11     of probably being asked at some point to present
  


12     someplace, somewhere.  I would anticipate that.
  


13                  We had been asked by the -- oh, let's
  


14     see.  The UConn MPH program, master's of public
  


15     health program.  The professor there is Elouise,
  


16     and she's the local health director in
  


17     Wallingford.  And she runs that class of master's
  


18     of public health out of UConn Medical Center.
  


19                  So I was asked to present and I gave
  


20     a presentation last week.  It went very well in
  


21     their beautiful facility.  The medical center is
  


22     gorgeous in this room called the rotunda.  And
  


23     they had 40 students there that were in Farmington
  


24     and then they linked in students, another 20 from
  


25     Storrs.  And this room is tremendous.  A beautiful
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 1     place to present and be able to link in other
  


 2     groups.
  


 3                  So the presentation went on for about
  


 4     an hour and we produced the presentation working
  


 5     with my staff Dan Ovin.  I'd like to introduce
  


 6     Dan.  He's a member of the drinking water section
  


 7     in the health Department who helped me produce
  


 8     that in Prezi format.  Prezi is a different format
  


 9     than PowerPoint.
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  What is it called now?
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  It's called Prezi.
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Prezi?
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  Prezi.
  


14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  What's that mean?
  


15                  LORI MATHIEU:  What's that mean?
  


16                  Dan, do you want to say a few words?
  


17                  DAN OVIN:  It's just a modern view of
  


18     presentation format.  Prezi is just a different
  


19     form of doing a PowerPoint, except this is more
  


20     visual.  The camera moves focus so it sometimes
  


21     keeps the audience more entertained than going
  


22     side-by-side in a PowerPoint.  So it's a
  


23     different --
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Sounds good.  Better
  


25     than death by PowerPoint.  That sounds good.
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 1     Anything to spruce it up and get people more
  


 2     excited about it.
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  So how we found out
  


 4     about this -- I know Dan is a big fan of it and
  


 5     he's well skilled in using it -- is the
  


 6     Commissioner.  Commissioner Raul Pino was using
  


 7     this format.  I said, we've got to get this.
  


 8                  So we have purchased some licenses.
  


 9     And Dan is very good at putting together the
  


10     format and using PowerPoint and then putting it
  


11     into the Prezi format.  So I forwarded to all of
  


12     you the link.  It is not a document.  Right?  It's
  


13     a link.  It's a hyperlink?
  


14                  DAN OVIN:  Correct.  It's all in the
  


15     cloud.
  


16                  LORI MATHIEU:  It operates
  


17     differently.  So you've got to be careful.  You
  


18     have to have WiFi service.  But you can -- it is
  


19     downloadable, but what we could do and what it
  


20     offers -- since Betsey, you've done some work on
  


21     updating -- we did some work to update the status.
  


22                  Maybe the two of us could, you know,
  


23     the two groups could sit down and look at what the
  


24     best format is and agree to, like, a final.
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that we should
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 1     all be nice if the four councilmembers are
  


 2     speaking with one tongue.  So I think it would be
  


 3     good for Gail --
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Oh, all of us.  Yeah.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  -- Gail to be involved
  


 6     in that so that we get it fleshed out and somebody
  


 7     from OPM.
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  So we could pull
  


 9     together the outreach team that we had that was
  


10     working together on the outreach back in the fall.
  


11     And I'd like to include Dan because he's got the
  


12     skill with the Prezi format.
  


13                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So to my
  


14     knowledge, DEEP -- he doesn't have any licenses.
  


15     I mean, so I think that at a minimum we'd need to
  


16     keep both formats running.  In addition, we don't
  


17     have the expertise.
  


18                  So it was really nice, Lori.  I
  


19     looked at it.  Corinne looked at it and she could
  


20     not get her computer to do it.  When I opened it I
  


21     didn't have any trouble.  Corinne opened it on her
  


22     computer at work and had trouble and it wouldn't
  


23     actually move and do the things that it's supposed
  


24     to do.
  


25                  So I was very impressed, but I'm a
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 1     little hesitant.
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  I hesitate,
  


 3     too, because it's in the cloud.  Right?  Because
  


 4     you -- it's a little taking a leap of faith, but
  


 5     Dan has found a way to download it.
  


 6                  So what we could do, we have a group
  


 7     that worked really well together.  We called them
  


 8     the outreach group.  We can pull that group
  


 9     together which included all members of all of our
  


10     teams and we could look at the format.  We could
  


11     set up a time in the next couple of weeks, if that
  


12     makes sense?
  


13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Sounds good.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  And that we could
  


15     agree to.  Maybe we keep both formats, but we want
  


16     tot keep the message consistent to your --
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.  I guess
  


18     that's --
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Do you think we'd
  


20     want to keep sort of that time bounded so we were
  


21     sort of clear about how much resources we were
  


22     going to put into that since we're being pulled in
  


23     a lot of different directions?
  


24                  I also think we probably need to make
  


25     it briefer for the committees of cognizance if
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 1     they actually ask us to do a presentation.
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  So I haven't looked at
  


 3     what you did to the presentation.  So maybe there
  


 4     needs to be two, two formats.  The length -- the
  


 5     one that -- the Prezi format that we put together
  


 6     took me probably about 45 minutes.
  


 7                  And that's too long.  So there, there
  


 8     should be a ten-minute version and we could work
  


 9     on the ten-minute version, because I think that's
  


10     what people would want to just hear, hitting the
  


11     high points.
  


12                  And we had done that at one point.
  


13     We had been asked just to give a brief
  


14     presentation, then have more of a discussion.  So
  


15     we could do that.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So you're going
  


17     to --
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  We'll pull together.
  


19     I'll work with -- through Linda and Dan, and we'll
  


20     reach out to everybody on the team and work
  


21     together on that.  So --
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Sounds good.
  


23     So we're going to move down to -- the next step is
  


24     obviously waiting for the Legislature.  I think
  


25     that's one of the key things as well.  We're going
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 1     to have to go up and speak to them.
  


 2                  The Water Planning Council advisory
  


 3     group report?
  


 4                  MARGARET MINER:  Yes.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  How come Margaret is
  


 6     not sitting up there with you?
  


 7                  JOHN HUDAK:  Is she mad at me?
  


 8                  So we want to talk about further
  


 9     discussion on our previously submitted workgroup
  


10     reports, one on the membership composition of the
  


11     advisory group and one on a suggested framework
  


12     for state water plan implementation.
  


13                  The first subgroup on the
  


14     membership composition consisted of Karen
  


15     Burnaska, Len DeJong who can't be here today, and
  


16     Virginia de Lima, and myself.  So I'd like to
  


17     invite Virginia and Karen up here just to engage
  


18     in the discussion a little bit.
  


19                  What I did do since the last report
  


20     is boiled it down to one page, three
  


21     recommendations and what --
  


22                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Did you send that
  


23     to us, John?
  


24                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah, I did.  It's in
  


25     the package.  You probably had to drill down a
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 1     little bit in some of the attachments.
  


 2                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  No, I've got it.
  


 3     Thank you.
  


 4                  It looks like a flyer?  That one?
  


 5                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.
  


 6                  So we're seeking your action or your
  


 7     feedback on these three recommendations and the
  


 8     first major recommendation of the report was,
  


 9     let's not have the Water Planning Council advisory
  


10     group get any bigger than it is.  Twenty members
  


11     is more than enough, maybe too much, you know, for
  


12     a really functional group.  And we really like to
  


13     keep it at that level.
  


14                  The second one is we did conclude
  


15     looking at the statute in terms of consumptive
  


16     versus nonconsumptive members that, you know, no
  


17     matter what way you slice it we don't meet the
  


18     statutory requirement for a balance between the
  


19     two.
  


20                  So we, you know, there was debate on
  


21     who is consumptive and nonconsumptive, but I think
  


22     we ended up about ten to five in favor of
  


23     consumptive, with five neutral members as well.
  


24     So we recommend pursuing the balance to meet the
  


25     statute gradually through the attrition.  We're
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 1     not calling for encouraging members to resign or
  


 2     throwing anyone off.  There's still a lot people
  


 3     giving meaningful contributions to the process.
  


 4                  And third, we created kind of a table
  


 5     three in the back, which is a suggested future
  


 6     blueprint of where membership could go to meet
  


 7     that statutory requirement of balance.
  


 8                  We'll note that in the statute
  


 9     there's two types of interests in the
  


10     nonconsumptive side that we don't have numbers
  


11     for.  That's boating and endangered species.  And
  


12     there's two members that aren't listed in the
  


13     statute that we do have members for, and that's
  


14     municipal and I believe it was -- I'm sorry.
  


15     Municipal and consumer.
  


16                  So table three in the back is meant
  


17     to serve as kind of a guideline when we have
  


18     vacancies as to where to go next in terms of
  


19     filling the next interest, or as to consumptive or
  


20     nonconsumptive.  And with that, if we were to
  


21     eventually get to the membership on this chart
  


22     we'd end up with eight out of stream or
  


23     nonconsumptive numbers, seven in stream or
  


24     consumptive members with five neutral members.
  


25                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  John, I think you
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 1     just said that backwards.
  


 2                  JOHN HUDAK:  Did I get consumptive
  


 3     and non -- and out of stream?  It would be --
  


 4     consumptive would be out of stream, at eight.  In
  


 5     stream would be the nonconsumptive at seven, and
  


 6     neutral would be five.
  


 7                  Thank you for the correction.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Lori?
  


 9                  LORI MATHIEU:  Do you think the
  


10     statute needs to change?
  


11                  JOHN HUDAK:  In what way?
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  To adjust to what we
  


13     do now, because we're not following the statute
  


14     right now.  From what you just outlined we're not
  


15     following the statute.
  


16                  JOHN HUDAK:  We had some discussion
  


17     on that a couple months ago -- and the fact that
  


18     the statute says, may include these members.  So
  


19     it was the opinion of the Council during the
  


20     discussion at that time that that did not mandate
  


21     that every member be included or not -- or that it
  


22     couldn't include other members.  So --
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I would agree with
  


24     that.  I mean, I think as a Council we have the
  


25     authority to expand.  I mean, you have a statute
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 1     as a guideline, but I think that we can build upon
  


 2     that.
  


 3                  MARGARET MINER:  I think in general
  


 4     the Water Planning Council advisory group felt
  


 5     that way also.
  


 6                  LORI MATHIEU:  So could that comment
  


 7     be reflected in this document then, what Jack just
  


 8     said?  Because in the future we might want to make
  


 9     some changes.
  


10                  And the statute says, may.  I think
  


11     it's flexible enough for us to be able to make
  


12     changes as we move forward, because there's a lot
  


13     of unknowns about implementation and where we're
  


14     all headed.  So I think in the future it would be
  


15     good to say that we could make adjustments as we
  


16     need to because the statute is permissive.
  


17                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.  I think that
  


18     makes sense.  And it might be stated in here that
  


19     the statute is --
  


20                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I think it is in
  


21     the longer version.
  


22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.
  


23                  But in any case, you're right.
  


24     Definitely the needs for the group are going to
  


25     change over time especially as the state water
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 1     plan --
  


 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So -- right.  The
  


 3     information review on this document dated
  


 4     November 21st seems to capture what you're talking
  


 5     about.
  


 6                  LORI MATHIEU:  But also make it more
  


 7     of a statement than information reviewed.  Make it
  


 8     clear.  Make it more clear.
  


 9                  KAREN BURNASKA:  It's the first
  


10     bullet on the first page of the extended report
  


11     under information review, language of the statute
  


12     specific to those interests that may be
  


13     representative on the WPCAG.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  And maybe that should
  


15     be more in the charge, versus just a statement
  


16     under what information you reviewed.  I think it's
  


17     an evaluation that the statute is permissive, and
  


18     the word "may" is an important word.  I think it
  


19     may just give it a little bit more emphasis by
  


20     putting it under the first -- when you say,
  


21     charge, because that's the charge of the statute.
  


22                  And I think that's what -- you just
  


23     move what you said from the first bullet to under
  


24     charge, that it's clear that when we had this
  


25     discussion that it's permissive and things could
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 1     change over time because the statute allows for
  


 2     it.
  


 3                  KAREN BURNASKA:  Just for your
  


 4     clarification, the charge meant the charge that
  


 5     the Water Planning Council gave to the advisory
  


 6     group.  It was not written to reflect any charge
  


 7     in the statute.  It was the charge given to the
  


 8     Water Planning Council advisory group.
  


 9                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, wherever it fits
  


10     it should be more of a statement so that it's
  


11     clear just to reflect what Jack just said.
  


12                  I would agree.
  


13                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think also to
  


14     reflect sort of building off of what Lori said, is
  


15     that the list of interest in groups is where the
  


16     'may' comes in, but the statute does require the
  


17     balancing, which is what the workgroup has
  


18     recommended that we move towards -- through, and I
  


19     respect the recommendation to do it through
  


20     attrition rather than through, you know, like a
  


21     Saturday night massacre or something like that.
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That sounds good.  I'm
  


23     prepared to -- we need a formal vote on this.
  


24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I move that we
  


25     accept the recommendations of the Water Planning
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 1     Council advisory group report on membership
  


 2     composition of the workgroup dated November 21,
  


 3     2017.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  I will second that,
  


 5     and have discussion if possible.
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Not too much
  


 7     more, I hope.
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I'm just going
  


 9     to repeat what I've said for a number --
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, if you said it
  


11     why do you have to repeat it?
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I didn't say it
  


13     at this meeting.  So I think it's important for
  


14     this record.
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Public health
  


16     departments are not represented enough, but the
  


17     thing of it is, is that why don't they come to
  


18     meetings?  I mean, you said that over and over
  


19     again, but they don't come to meetings.
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  But what I've said,
  


21     just to be clear as to what I'm saying is that
  


22     just in general, public health in general is not
  


23     well represented on the commission.  And I'm happy
  


24     that it appears as though there's some flexibility
  


25     in being able to, under the statute, being able to
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 1     maybe at some point in the future if there are
  


 2     people.
  


 3                  We have yet to find them that are
  


 4     very interested in attending meetings on a
  


 5     consistent basis.  We're working hard on that and
  


 6     we'd like to have the opportunity to bring more
  


 7     public health advocates to the table at some point
  


 8     in the future.
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That's fair.
  


10     You've been saying that consistently, but with all
  


11     your contacts in the State of Connecticut I would
  


12     think that you would be able to get somebody to
  


13     the table for us.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  We're working really
  


15     hard on this.  We are working really hard, yes.
  


16                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think just a
  


17     comment to sort of build off of that, I think that
  


18     sort of takes us into our next discussion which is
  


19     the implementation framework and the concept of
  


20     bringing in experts as necessary based on a
  


21     topic-based piece.  So if it will be helpful to
  


22     you?
  


23                  LORI MATHIEU:  Say that again?
  


24     Sorry.
  


25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  That the way that
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 1     we've been looking at implementation -- and this
  


 2     is the next discussion -- but that subject matter
  


 3     experts to be invited in on specific topics is
  


 4     another way to get additional voices at the table
  


 5     and additional participation, short of full
  


 6     membership in the Water Planning Council advisory
  


 7     group.
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  True.  True.
  


 9     Absolutely.  I would agree with that.
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Any further comment
  


11     from those that worked on this?
  


12                  Virginia?
  


13                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I would just like
  


14     to point out going back to our earlier discussion
  


15     that in the full report the very last sentence on
  


16     the first page reads, note that in its meeting of
  


17     October 3, 2017, the WPC indicated that the
  


18     statute did not limit the composition of the Water
  


19     Planning Council advisory group to the categories
  


20     therein.  So it is in there as a statement.
  


21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.
  


22                  Karen, anything further?
  


23
  


24                  (No response.)
  


25
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, we'll call for
  


 2     the vote.
  


 3                  All those in favor signify by saying,
  


 4     aye.
  


 5                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for your
  


 7     work very much.  We appreciate it.
  


 8                  So the next item on the Water
  


 9     Planning Council Advisory Group is the state water
  


10     plan implementation framework concept.  We've
  


11     spent quite a bit of time on this.  Would you like
  


12     to talk about that?
  


13                  JOHN HUDAK:  Sure.  And I won't
  


14     rehash the whole thing again, but I think I would
  


15     start with the second page, and just highlight the
  


16     fact that the suggested framework for a state
  


17     water plan implementation calls for creating a new
  


18     implementation workgroup.
  


19                  So really you have three main
  


20     entities here.  You have the Water Planning
  


21     Council, the Water Planning Council advisory
  


22     group, and the workgroup.  The Water Planning
  


23     Council is a primary implementation body for the
  


24     state water plan setting directions, establishing
  


25     assignments and taking action on recommendations.
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 1                  The advisory group's roll is really
  


 2     kind of viewed as a stakeholder voice to the Water
  


 3     Planning Council and the work group.  The advisory
  


 4     group under this framework will be collaborating
  


 5     with the Water Planning Council concerning
  


 6     implementation priorities, perhaps helping with
  


 7     recruiting members for the implementation
  


 8     workgroup, having a few members at least as
  


 9     members of that workgroup and providing formal and
  


10     informal advice, review and recommendations on
  


11     proposed decisions and deliverables from the
  


12     workgroup.
  


13                  So the idea is that workgroup
  


14     products would be bounced off of the advisory
  


15     group, and from there the workgroup would take
  


16     those, that feedback and perhaps make changes to
  


17     the report or other documents and then send it up
  


18     to the planning council.
  


19                  The workgroup itself is where the
  


20     work gets done, carrying out work assigned by the
  


21     Water Planning Council to recommend actions needed
  


22     to implement recommendations in the state water
  


23     plan.  The one requirement we called for, for
  


24     members is they would be expected to have
  


25     knowledge and experience in policy and scientific
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 1     and technical matters associated with the
  


 2     implementation it had.
  


 3                  It's intended to be flexible.  I
  


 4     would anticipate there would be some kind of core
  


 5     group initially that may evolve over time, but the
  


 6     workgroup would also be able to create
  


 7     subcommittees as needed for specific tasks and
  


 8     that could include use of external subject matter
  


 9     experts as well.
  


10                  So I don't think I will -- I think
  


11     I'll pause and see if you have any thoughts on
  


12     that, but that's really the essence of how it
  


13     would work.
  


14                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  And do I think
  


15     that the case example walks you through it and
  


16     clarifies some of the steps -- if you scan the
  


17     third page, which is the example.
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  So a few questions for
  


19     you.  This, what you outlined in the first page,
  


20     is that consistent with what's in the draft plan
  


21     right now, the draft state water plan?
  


22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Are you talking about
  


23     the chart?
  


24                  LORI MATHIEU:  I'm talking about just
  


25     the paragraph that says a possible approach, the
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 1     second paragraph, last sentence.
  


 2                  A possible approach for putting the
  


 3     recommendations of the state water plan into
  


 4     action is having the implementation advisory group
  


 5     take the form of a state water plan implementation
  


 6     workgroup.
  


 7                  Is that consistent with what is
  


 8     stated in the state water plan?
  


 9                  JOHN HUDAK:  You know, I'm looking at
  


10     the chart and I actually -- since I've written
  


11     this and looking at Kirk Westphal's chart in here,
  


12     I think --
  


13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The chart that gives
  


14     us all a big headache?
  


15                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah, I won't dwell on
  


16     it, but I think as it appears in the chart the
  


17     implementation advisory group is actually probably
  


18     closer to the -- oh, wait.  I think I did get that
  


19     right.  The Water Planning Council advisory group.
  


20                  So that, that's the stakeholder piece
  


21     of the process.  The right side of the chart in a
  


22     green box, there's a delegate to committee box.  I
  


23     would view more of that as the implementation
  


24     workgroup that really kind of gets into the weeds
  


25     of an issue.
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 1                  The one thing that's different in
  


 2     this chart is in this chart it has the -- well,
  


 3     implementation advisory group or the Water
  


 4     Planning Council advisory group, if you may,
  


 5     going -- feeding information and feedback back to
  


 6     the Water Planning Council.
  


 7                  I think our model more views this as
  


 8     the Water Planning Council advisory group going
  


 9     back to the implementation workgroup, and from
  


10     there the recommendations would be funneled back
  


11     up to the Water Planning Council.
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  So just to follow up
  


13     on my question.  So it's somewhat inconsistent and
  


14     different?
  


15                  JOHN HUDAK:  I would say the intent
  


16     is pretty consistent.  You have a technical group
  


17     grappling with the issue at hand, and then you
  


18     have a stakeholder group to bounce this
  


19     information off --
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  But you're not
  


21     following it one-for-one.
  


22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Is it exactly --
  


23                  LORI MATHIEU:  It's not.
  


24                  JOHN HUDAK:  -- you know, with all
  


25     the arrows in the chart?  No.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah, but are you
  


 2     going to get to the same goal?  I mean, that's the
  


 3     thing -- rather it's inconsistent.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I just, you
  


 5     know, for me for -- just when I read through this.
  


 6     And I don't have many issues with this at all,
  


 7     except for the fact that anything that we move
  


 8     forward with I think, and kind of think through,
  


 9     that we should be consistent with what the plan
  


10     that we just handed to the legislators and the
  


11     Governor say.
  


12                  And so I think that that's important
  


13     with our presentation that we're going to work on.
  


14     I think that's important with anything that we
  


15     move forward and that's why I always look back to
  


16     the statute when we're talking to the advisory
  


17     group, because the statute guide us.
  


18                  And that's why I've been adamant
  


19     through this process in developing the state plan
  


20     and going back to the statute, because the statute
  


21     guided us and we have to address that.  So that's
  


22     all I'm saying.  So you know, I'm fine with that,
  


23     but I've always wanted to go back to what the plan
  


24     said because we've spent an enormous amount of
  


25     time on development of that chart and
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 1     understanding that chart along with CDM Smith.
  


 2                  And I think it's valuable, those
  


 3     pages.  Beyond that chart there, there's five or
  


 4     six more pages in the plan that actually break
  


 5     down the process, because we couldn't quite
  


 6     understand -- all of us to get our hands around
  


 7     what Kirk had in his mind.  So we asked him to
  


 8     break it down even further, and he did do that.
  


 9     So it's sort of really spelled out in great detail
  


10     in five or six pages in the draft plan.
  


11                  So I think that that was a great
  


12     benefit to us to think through how we actually
  


13     should, as a Water Planning Council, move forward
  


14     with implementation.  So I just want to stick to
  


15     that basic tenet.  When we talk about the chart I
  


16     want to talk about the chart and the plan.
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And I think we are.  I
  


18     think we are.
  


19                  So Virginia?
  


20                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  And I'd like to
  


21     make a couple points related to that, Lori.
  


22                  We started with the chart and the
  


23     plan.  And just a point of information.  I was the
  


24     one that broke it down into the pieces, not Kirk.
  


25     So I'm very familiar with the intricacies of that
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 1     chart.
  


 2                  We started with that and tried
  


 3     working through it in terms of how we would
  


 4     actually use it, and we found we were not able to
  


 5     come up with an efficient way of implementation
  


 6     using the specifics in that chart.  What we came
  


 7     up with Kirk is aware of, and you know, we have
  


 8     run it by him.
  


 9                  And as I think you used the word
  


10     "intent," he felt that the intent was consistent
  


11     with his original ideas, even though as you said
  


12     the actual arrows and the very specifics might not
  


13     be -- but that the intent was the same.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  So I have some other
  


15     comments, some specific comments if you would like
  


16     to look at on the second page.  So I have some
  


17     very specific changes that I would suggest.  When
  


18     you say the following outlines the roles and
  


19     responsibilities of each of the three entities
  


20     discussed here, I would say the Water Planning
  


21     Council -- and here is my words -- is responsible
  


22     for the state water plan implementation and sets
  


23     priorities, directions and establishes
  


24     assignments, as you say.
  


25                  And then other groups, as needed,
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 1     seeks recommendations from the advisory group as
  


 2     needed.  That's when you're defining what the role
  


 3     of the Water Planning Council is.  So I can give
  


 4     you that language.  I know I read that fast.
  


 5                  JOHN HUDAK:  That would be helpful.
  


 6                  LORI MATHIEU:  Secondly, the Water
  


 7     Planning Council -- the only thing I would suggest
  


 8     is on number two use the word "assists" first.
  


 9     Assist the Water Planning Council concerning
  


10     implantation priorities.
  


11                  And on workgroups it says, to this
  


12     end.  I would say -- last sentence I would add, at
  


13     the direction of the Water Planning Council the
  


14     workgroup may create subcommittees.
  


15                  And then a question for you on the
  


16     second to last paragraph where you talk about
  


17     workgroup chairs.  Do you anticipate having --
  


18     these are not the chairs of the advisory group.
  


19     These are new chairs of the new workgroup?
  


20                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.
  


21                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think you should
  


22     probably make that clear just to -- if there's any
  


23     question on that in the future.
  


24                  And I think just in general, some of
  


25     my last comments just in general.  The document
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 1     looks really good.  I like the case example.  I
  


 2     think it's important to follow through on
  


 3     implementation.  I've said it all along.
  


 4                  This group here can't do everything
  


 5     that's required in this plan.  There's so much to
  


 6     do and I think there is a lot of work moving
  


 7     forward once the plan is approved.  So I'm in
  


 8     agreement with the case example.  I think that
  


 9     provides a good benefit to this document.
  


10                  And again, my final statement is
  


11     that, you know, to be clear I think the state
  


12     water plan implementation setting priorities is
  


13     the role of the Water Planning Council.
  


14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.
  


15                  Betsey, would you like to?
  


16                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  May I just see
  


17     page 2 where you made those suggested
  


18     recommendations?  Do you have it written so I can
  


19     read them?
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, they're in blue.
  


21                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I'm fine with
  


22     those, Jack.  I mean -- and I would suggest a
  


23     motion to add these to it as long as the group
  


24     members are comfortable.
  


25                  Did you hear enough when Lori
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 1     discussed it to do that?
  


 2                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I have a question
  


 3     to the three of you.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  I can hand this to --
  


 5     I know I read it quick.
  


 6                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  No, I think I got
  


 7     it.  But the point that you made, Lori, of
  


 8     creating the subcommittees and you had added at
  


 9     the direction of the Water Planning Council.  This
  


10     is a question for the three of you.  Do you folks
  


11     really want to get involved in that level of
  


12     detail?
  


13                  If the workgroup is meeting and they
  


14     say, we need a small group to go, and you know,
  


15     call these, these five folks.  And so you guys get
  


16     together and figure out what the five folks are
  


17     going to -- do you really want to be involved in
  


18     that level of detail?
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I didn't
  


20     necessarily interpret it as that level of detail,
  


21     Virginia.
  


22                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Well, you've got
  


23     the workgroup and then there's the possibility
  


24     they might find a need for a subgroup to look at a
  


25     particular aspect of the issue.  And what I
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 1     understand from your suggestion is that you would
  


 2     want that direction to come from the Water
  


 3     Planning Council.
  


 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I would think that the
  


 5     Water Planning Council has enough faith in the
  


 6     ability of the advisory group and its members to
  


 7     make those decisions.  We certainly would want to
  


 8     be apprised to that, but I don't think we have to
  


 9     have a meeting to approve that.
  


10                  LORI MATHIEU:  Maybe I could reword
  


11     it to say, with the knowledge of the Water
  


12     Planning Council, just to notify us what's going
  


13     on, not at the direction of.
  


14                  JOHN HUDAK:  And I would expect that
  


15     the chairs of the implementation group would be
  


16     coming here and to the Water Planning Council
  


17     advisory group, and reporting out on what they're
  


18     doing.
  


19                  LORI MATHIEU:  And so say the chairs
  


20     said, well, you know what?  We need people to talk
  


21     about class B and water reuse.  Right?  And we're
  


22     reaching out to X, Y, and Z and we're going to
  


23     create a subgroup.
  


24                  I think just to notify us and say,
  


25     here's what -- so we can change, make the change
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 1     to that.  I don't know what the wording would be
  


 2     there.
  


 3                  JOHN HUDAK:  Sometimes it can be very
  


 4     informal.  You know, it can happen right at a
  


 5     meeting, like once the volunteer raised their
  


 6     hand.
  


 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Or somebody knows
  


 8     somebody that could be of assistance.
  


 9                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Does that address
  


10     your issue, Virginia?
  


11                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Yes, definitely.
  


12     Thank you.
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  We could modify that
  


14     wording.  You know, just so that we know what's
  


15     going on.
  


16                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And is the other
  


17     language of concern to the group?
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, read the rest in
  


19     blue.
  


20                  JOHN HUDAK:  Lori, would the first
  


21     sentence of the paragraph following the bullets
  


22     suffice for that issue about the -- anticipated
  


23     that the workgroup chairs will provide the state
  


24     water plan implementation updates to both the WPC
  


25     and WPCAG during the respective meetings and as
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 1     otherwise needed?
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, that's fine.
  


 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's perfect.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  That's really good.
  


 5     So let me give this to Margaret to take a look.
  


 6     So it's in blue, and we're just crossing that out.
  


 7     I'm always trying the get the policy and science
  


 8     and technology group to come back because I
  


 9     enjoyed their meeting so much.
  


10                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  That was part of
  


11     the consideration, to keep those folks and some of
  


12     the Steering Committee folks actively engaged
  


13     through this process.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  You okay with that?
  


15                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So with that, with
  


17     those changes --
  


18                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Would you like a
  


19     motion, Jack?
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  With those changes I
  


21     would entertain a motion to adopt the statewide --
  


22     state water plan implementation workgroup report
  


23     in terms of developing an implementation plan with
  


24     those changes.
  


25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Effective
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 1     September 1, 2017, as amended?
  


 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
  


 3                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Second.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made and
  


 6     seconded.  Any discussion?  Any further
  


 7     discussion?
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  Can we date it today's
  


 9     date?
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We can.  I don't see
  


11     anything wrong with adopting it today.  I see no
  


12     problem with that.  We'll make that change.  I
  


13     agree with that.  Any questions on the motion?
  


14
  


15                  (No response.)
  


16
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, all those in
  


18     favor signify by saying, aye.
  


19                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The motion is passed.
  


21     Thank you.  Good luck.
  


22                  Look forward to working with you on
  


23     the implementation committee.
  


24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And thank you to
  


25     the advisory group for all the work you did to get
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 1     both the, sort of the procedures in place
  


 2     and you've come a really long way in the last five
  


 3     months, and we appreciate that effort.
  


 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We appreciate it very
  


 5     much, which is a nice segue into Margaret Miner.
  


 6                  MARGARET MINER:  Talking about the
  


 7     advisory group?
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
  


 9                  MARGARET MINER:  We canceled our last
  


10     meeting.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
  


12                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Did you all get
  


13     that?  I mean, how often have you heard that?  The
  


14     chairs got together, looked to see that there was
  


15     nothing worth talking about and canceled the
  


16     meeting?  I mean, what makes more sense?
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That sounds good.
  


18                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Is that why the
  


19     meeting was canceled?
  


20                  JOHN HUDAK:  It was.  Because we
  


21     didn't have enough to drag people up to New
  


22     Britain to talk about.  So --
  


23                  MARGARET MINER:  We were awaiting
  


24     various items of news from you, some of which had
  


25     just been passed, raised and passed.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Which is great.  Okay.
  


 2     Anything else from the -- we counted all the
  


 3     advisory group business.  So I think -- anything
  


 4     else?
  


 5                  JOHN HUDAK:  I would just ask a
  


 6     question as to where do we go next with this
  


 7     framework that we just adopted?  What's the next
  


 8     step?
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I would think the next
  


10     step is to convene a group and just start
  


11     monitoring what's going on.  I mean, the first big
  


12     thing would be obviously the legislative session
  


13     coming up that we're going to certainly need.
  


14                  The implementation won't happen if we
  


15     don't get this passed.  So I think that that's --
  


16     would be a number one priority of the
  


17     implementation group right now.
  


18                  MARGARET MINER:  And I think now that
  


19     these two items have been accepted by the Water
  


20     Planning Council, the advisory group will sit down
  


21     and look at them.  Okay.  What do we do now?
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.
  


23                  MARGARET MINER:  If it's a question
  


24     of membership, what's our keenest interest?  If
  


25     it's a question of the implementation, even though
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 1     the plan has not been approved I think we can
  


 2     start to talk about how we would -- how we're
  


 3     going to interact, let's say with legislators,
  


 4     with implementation in our minds.  How will this
  


 5     interact with implementation if it is?
  


 6                  So I think the advisory group, we
  


 7     postponed partly to have the chance to sit down
  


 8     and look at whatever came out of this meeting and
  


 9     so we'll have things to do.  We won't cancel the
  


10     next meeting.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Oh, I'm sure.  You're
  


12     going to have plenty to do.
  


13                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I also think
  


14     the Council is very focused on getting the plan
  


15     through the legislature and finally adopted.
  


16     Obviously the next task, assuming that goes
  


17     smoothly is prioritization of implementation,
  


18     because there's more in that plan than we're going
  


19     to be able to do in the next year, certainly.
  


20                  And so I think everyone should begin
  


21     thinking about what's important to them and
  


22     starting the discussion of, what are the
  


23     priorities for implementation?
  


24                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  And frankly,
  


25     everyone in this room will probably be asked that
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 1     question in the next few weeks.
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  I can give you my top
  


 3     ten right now.  Are you ready?
  


 4                  So conservation, I keep hearing.  I
  


 5     wasn't at the League of Conservation Voters
  


 6     meeting, but I watched the YouTube video -- very
  


 7     nice, by the way -- of the water panel that you
  


 8     were on, along with David Sutherland and Alicea
  


 9     Charamut, and with great interest.
  


10                  And water conservation came up during
  


11     that panel discussion, and I would absolutely a
  


12     hundred percent agree in that -- and water
  


13     efficiency.
  


14                  MARGARET MINER:  And in my response
  


15     to one of those questions I did mention the
  


16     advantage of trying to expand the use of water
  


17     conservation rates of the type of rate structure
  


18     that the private companies are using -- it could
  


19     also help the public companies to disconnect, to
  


20     decouple their revenues from the sales so that
  


21     they have a stable revenue stream that they can
  


22     rely upon even if sales fluctuate.
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Very good.
  


24                  Virginia?
  


25                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  One piece of the
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 1     broader discussion that I've been very aware of
  


 2     about the news reports of the water crisis in Cape
  


 3     Town.  And there have been a lot of reports about
  


 4     with the mandated cutbacks, that many people have
  


 5     not been following those guidelines and not taking
  


 6     the situation seriously.
  


 7                  And I think that's something that we
  


 8     need to be addressing hopefully under the umbrella
  


 9     of this plan of when we get into those crises
  


10     situations how we can enforce and get people to
  


11     actually follow the guidelines and the mandates.
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  And I think the goal
  


13     along with this whole discussion -- so we had this
  


14     discussion in a policy meeting at one point.  All
  


15     of these topics came up between the stakeholders
  


16     in the room.
  


17                  Another point is municipal ordinances
  


18     and what to do, and there's a lot of good ideas
  


19     out there.  We have a draft ordinance that's older
  


20     and probably needs to be dusted off and looked at,
  


21     and updated.  And why hasn't it been adopted by
  


22     many towns?
  


23                  I think that that's another piece of
  


24     this puzzle, is the enforcement.  And who will do
  


25     what, and when, and how?  And how does it all link
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 1     to water conservation plan trigger levels within a
  


 2     water supply plan, per se?  So there's a lot to do
  


 3     there and I think there's a lot of interest in
  


 4     that.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.
  


 6                  Moving onto new business -- oh, a
  


 7     funding update.  Elaine, do you know anything
  


 8     about the Army Corps?
  


 9                  ELAINE SISTARE:  We did have a call
  


10     with the Army Corps with, I think, Betsey and Lori
  


11     a few weeks ago.  And the conclusion was that we
  


12     would table discussion items until, I think,
  


13     April.  You know, basically understanding that the
  


14     Council has been busy with finalizing the plan and
  


15     getting it through the Legislature.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Thank you,
  


17     Lori.  And thank you, Betsey.
  


18                  Drought plan update.
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So Eric couldn't
  


20     be here.  Lori, I don't know whether you could
  


21     give an update.  I know Corinne spoke to Eric and
  


22     can give the update.
  


23                  However you would like to do it.
  


24                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, I could start
  


25     and Corinne can -- because I forget the details.
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 1     So we're planning another meeting of the state
  


 2     drought group.  They met once already and they've
  


 3     made good progress.  There's members of all of our
  


 4     teams there.  There's six agencies involved.
  


 5                  So we continued to address the
  


 6     comments that were received and are working our
  


 7     way.  I think I saw a meeting request from Eric
  


 8     yesterday.  So if you have any more detail?
  


 9                  CORINNE FITTING:  The meeting is
  


10     scheduled for this Friday.
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  This Friday.
  


12     Okay.
  


13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Now is there a
  


14     possibility of legislative recommendations from
  


15     this group?
  


16                  LORI MATHIEU:  From which group?
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The drought group.
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  Legislative
  


19     recommendations?
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I mean, it seems like
  


21     we've been talking about this as long as the state
  


22     water plan, to be perfectly candid with you, the
  


23     drought.  And it seems to me that it's coming
  


24     to -- when we go out to some who are here, and
  


25     some of our senators and representatives are a
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 1     little bit concerned about why this State does not
  


 2     have a drought plan.  So my question is --
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, it's a good
  


 4     question.  That's a great question.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, given the fact
  


 6     that we're in the midst of a legislative session,
  


 7     a short session at that, and that we'll be doing
  


 8     some water plan legislation, is there going to be
  


 9     a potential for any type of legislation,
  


10     because we've been talking about --
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  So my opinion.  So the
  


12     state drought plan, there's no statutory
  


13     requirement to produce the state drought plan.
  


14     The plan that we came up with was basically an ad
  


15     hoc group of people that went through the drought
  


16     in 1999.  Some of us have been around that long
  


17     and we put together the plan as a group of
  


18     agencies.  It's not a statutory requirement.
  


19                  So my opinion, if you want my opinion
  


20     about legislation I think there probably should be
  


21     a foundation statutory requirement that says X, Y,
  


22     and Z.  And the State shall do this, this and
  


23     this, and link it to other statutes that exist
  


24     between all of our agencies.
  


25                  That's why we sort of struggle,
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 1     because I know there's that guidance and that
  


 2     backbone of a statute that gives us the authority
  


 3     to move this forward in a general sense.
  


 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Because if you talk
  


 5     about consistency all the time, we're
  


 6     inconsistent.  I mean, one part of the State is
  


 7     doing one thing, another thing.  I mean, when
  


 8     things get really bad the Governor will issue an
  


 9     order.
  


10                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  There's a couple
  


11     of different discussions that are going on and I
  


12     think it's really important that we separate it
  


13     out.
  


14                  What we're talking about is the state
  


15     drought plan, which is how the State of
  


16     Connecticut will respond to a drought, what its
  


17     triggers are, what it does and what are the steps
  


18     that are taken.
  


19                  You then have the individual drought
  


20     plans embedded in the water supply plans for each
  


21     of the water suppliers which are different and
  


22     unique.  I mean, so we've got two levels of
  


23     drivers here and in discussion they often get sort
  


24     of combined and confused.
  


25                  JOHN HUDAK:  And the Connecticut
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 1     section actually has a group working on this right
  


 2     now to come up with some recommendations as far as
  


 3     keeping those two plans separate and distinct,
  


 4     those two types of plans, but also helping them
  


 5     communicate with each other better and inform one
  


 6     another.
  


 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  When you say,
  


 8     separate, so in other words, south
  


 9     central regional water has their own drought plan?
  


10                  JOHN HUDAK:  Right.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Everybody has their
  


12     own drought plan.  I mean, can you imagine how our
  


13     constituents must feel about this, I mean, in
  


14     terms of sending an inconsistent message to the
  


15     people that we serve?
  


16                  I mean, we're in the business and
  


17     it's not clear to me when you're supposed to
  


18     implement what.  I mean, I think we do a terrible
  


19     job at this and I think we really should get
  


20     clarified.
  


21                  CORINNE FITTING:  If I may?  The
  


22     workgroup, the group that's the subcommittee
  


23     that's working on it right now is going through
  


24     the public comments that were submitted on the
  


25     plan and trying to respond to those.  And I think
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 1     they will be coming back with, you know,
  


 2     recommendations for you, for the Water Planning
  


 3     Council.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  So the one
  


 5     thing, as Betsey noted, there's a state drought
  


 6     plan and the state drought plan looks at more than
  


 7     just water supply.  There are seven categories
  


 8     right now that we look at it.  And they're -- it's
  


 9     sort of aged and its time has come to update it
  


10     and refresh it with more and better information
  


11     such as drought forecasting.
  


12                  So there's that effort.  And that
  


13     blend has been around since 2003, the state
  


14     drought plan.  There are water supply plan drought
  


15     plans.  There are 85 of them.  We have 85 public
  


16     water systems that serve over a thousand people.
  


17     They have to produce a water conservation plan.
  


18                  Part of that conservation plan and
  


19     emergency plan are these drought triggers.  They
  


20     have been around since 1986.  So those -- and
  


21     Betsey noted it correctly is that they're not tied
  


22     together.
  


23                  Now the difficulty becomes where you
  


24     have a regional drought, say, in the southwestern
  


25     part of the state that doesn't at all effect the
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 1     eastern part of the state.  And the eastern part
  


 2     of the state is served by maybe 15 different
  


 3     public water system with different system
  


 4     capacities.  Not every system has the same
  


 5     capacity.
  


 6                  So what we were thinking when we went
  


 7     through the drought of '16 and into '17, when we
  


 8     reached the stage following the current plan that
  


 9     we have, when we were maybe getting to this third
  


10     stage we were going to possibly consider telling
  


11     utilities, look.  Even though some of you have
  


12     different capacities we all need to now be at this
  


13     stage together.  And we were starting to consider
  


14     that when -- with Dave LeVasseur in charge and we
  


15     were starting to think about what we need to do
  


16     next because it was getting more severe.
  


17                  Then in March it started to rain and
  


18     snow, but I think there's the linkage.  We have to
  


19     discuss that with this committee of six agencies
  


20     to think about how would it come together and at
  


21     what point should it come together?
  


22                  Because at a certain point it doesn't
  


23     make sense, because it's just regional and in
  


24     certain areas, but in a case like that we were
  


25     starting to get very concerned if it didn't start
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 1     raining and snowing what would we start to say in
  


 2     a consistent measure, and did that make sense?  So
  


 3     we were starting that discussion at that time.
  


 4                  So I think that's a real interesting
  


 5     discussion with everybody in the room as to how do
  


 6     we do that?  How do we make sure we have that
  


 7     consistent message?
  


 8                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And I think that
  


 9     there are some who would like a one-size-fits-all
  


10     solution.  It's not that simple.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I think you're
  


12     absolutely right.
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  It's very complicated
  


14     because it's not just one or two large systems,
  


15     like electricity side.  There's 85 separate plans
  


16     with 85 separate capacities of margins of safeties
  


17     that are very different.
  


18                  Some of them are ground water.  Some
  


19     of them are surface water.  Some of them have a
  


20     very large reservoir.  Some of them have smaller
  


21     reservoirs.  So it may get affected differently by
  


22     drought and different conditions.
  


23                  JOHN HUDAK:  Some are hitting
  


24     triggers every year.  Some never hit them.
  


25                  LORI MATHIEU:  Absolutely.  And what
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 1     John alluded to is that the water industry, we've
  


 2     asked the water industry in the summer of '16 to
  


 3     look at those trigger levels.  We sent out a
  


 4     circular letter asking for that, those to be
  


 5     sharpened up and looked at and reviewed.  And many
  


 6     of the water systems are doing that and working
  


 7     with them.  We're going to continue to make sure
  


 8     that, similar to what Aquarion is doing with the
  


 9     drought forecasting.
  


10                  JOHN HUDAK:  We're doing the same
  


11     thing.
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  And some of the larger
  


13     systems are able and capable of moving in that
  


14     direction with a forecasting model.  We think that
  


15     that's the future of where we should probably
  


16     head.  Not every system has a capacity to do that.
  


17     So that's where we're headed we think.
  


18                  So again, I agree with Betsey.  It's
  


19     not that simple.
  


20                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And also reaching
  


21     back to Lori's top priority, which is
  


22     conservation.  I mean, conservation makes sense,
  


23     period, even more when you sort of get towards
  


24     those drought triggers.  But if we can sort of
  


25     build that ethic in the State for water
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 1     conservation we're going to be farther along and
  


 2     ahead of the curve, and that would make the
  


 3     message more consistent.
  


 4                  Virginia wants to say something.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  She does.  Yes,
  


 6     Virginia?
  


 7                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  I'm going to make
  


 8     a very radical comment.  You know, you have all
  


 9     been saying how complicated it is.  My feeling is
  


10     that it is, not only is it complicated, it is not
  


11     possible to have a state water plan, even one
  


12     looking at things regionally, to be consistent
  


13     with water supply plans and the various suppliers.
  


14                  The text of one of the existing
  


15     drafts basically said, it's never going to match
  


16     up and you have to, you know, you've got to take
  


17     that into account.
  


18                  That being said, what is the purpose
  


19     of having a state drought plan?  The easiest way
  


20     to make them consistent is to not have one of
  


21     them.  The local issues, the supply that's coming
  


22     from suppliers, they're going to be supplying
  


23     according to their drought triggers.
  


24                  I don't expect that private well
  


25     owners will be tuned into a state drought plan.
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 1     And they think that they are -- I grew up with my
  


 2     own well.  They think that they're sort of exempt
  


 3     from all that over there.  I don't even know if
  


 4     they would be paying attention to it.
  


 5                  Perhaps the group that would not be
  


 6     covered is the small suppliers that aren't large
  


 7     enough to need their own drought plans, but I
  


 8     think we really should think of, what is the
  


 9     purpose of the statewide plan?  And perhaps
  


10     whatever that purpose is, could it be better
  


11     addressed in a different vehicle?
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, since I've been
  


13     around forever and help produced the first drought
  


14     plan --
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  A veteran.
  


16                  LORI MATHIEU:  Veteran, that means
  


17     old.  Right?  All of us have been around a long
  


18     time.  So the purpose is not only for water
  


19     supply.  I forget the seven categories, but I'm
  


20     going to give it a try.
  


21                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  But those are just
  


22     analyzing the potential amount of water available
  


23     for supply.
  


24                  LORI MATHIEU:  But you could have a
  


25     drought that severely impacts agricultural and
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 1     crops that doesn't have that much of an impact on
  


 2     other things.
  


 3                  You know, you're looking at many,
  


 4     many factors and there are droughts.  The state
  


 5     drought plan, we have a broader responsibility
  


 6     than just water supply, and a lot of the comments
  


 7     came to us and said, look.  You guys, you focus
  


 8     too much on reservoir capacity.  You're always
  


 9     thinking about reservoir capacity.  It's more than
  


10     just reservoir capacity.
  


11                  And we, you know, a number of people
  


12     from OPM would say, look.  We have to think more
  


13     broadly, and I agree.  I agree.
  


14                  And so one of the things that on the
  


15     water supply issue we're looking at is, not just
  


16     reservoir capacity as a trigger, but system
  


17     capacity.  That's much more important to us in the
  


18     drinking water field, but essentially the plan is
  


19     to guide and advise the Governor as to what
  


20     steps -- like, pay attention to what's happening.
  


21                  Pay attention closely to all seven
  


22     triggers, and we all do as a group of six
  


23     agencies.  Monitor that, get together when we
  


24     start -- and share information between all of us
  


25     to make sure that we are tracking, because we do
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 1     this consistently.  Anybody in this room who gets
  


 2     these e-mails.  Right, Corinne?  And Betsey?
  


 3     Jack?
  


 4                  You see these e-mails about, oh, wait
  


 5     a minute.  It's starting to get dry here.  Here's
  


 6     a streamflow issue here.  Let's have a meeting.
  


 7     OPM is the lead.  We get together.  We compare
  


 8     notes.  We look at all of the seven categories.
  


 9     We start to say, what do we think?  What does the
  


10     plan tell us what we think in this area?  Do we
  


11     start to advise the Governor?
  


12                  VIRGINIA DE LIMA:  Who is your
  


13     audience?
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  It is the citizens of
  


15     the State of Connecticut, not only private well
  


16     owners like myself, but people within public water
  


17     systems that want to know more about, you know,
  


18     they hear on the Weather Channel about the drought
  


19     monitor saying this and that.  What does the State
  


20     of Connecticut say about the situation looking at
  


21     the seven categories.
  


22                  That's what this was meant to do, was
  


23     to advise the citizens of the State of Connecticut
  


24     and also to make sure that the state agencies were
  


25     coordinated and managing the seven categories of
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 1     information that we're responsible for.  That's
  


 2     what the plan was, and that's what the plan has
  


 3     done since 2003.
  


 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Right.  It also
  


 5     set up for various levels of state response an
  


 6     authority that could be triggered based when you
  


 7     get to certain conditions, because we have pretty
  


 8     broad authority the worse things get.
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Margaret?
  


10                  MARGARET MINER:  I'd just say that I
  


11     think that legislators are looking for more
  


12     uniformity than you all are discussing and the
  


13     variations from water supplier to water supplier
  


14     and what the triggers are, what they do when there
  


15     is a trigger.
  


16                  Sometimes there are multiple
  


17     suppliers in the same region whose trigger are
  


18     looking at -- even if it's a regional drought you
  


19     can be dealing with more than one water supply and
  


20     a different set of triggers.  Water companies
  


21     estimates of safe yields vary.  Some aren't
  


22     willing to show their safe yield calculations.
  


23                  So I think that the legislators and
  


24     many of their constituents are looking for a plan
  


25     that will integrate water supply plans.  They may
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 1     be useful for some supply considerations, but in
  


 2     terms of a general drought, Lori, you point out
  


 3     agriculture.  Of course, we look at dried up
  


 4     streams.  That's our trigger.  A fish lying on the
  


 5     rocks, that's our trigger.
  


 6                  So my guess is that the legislators
  


 7     will be looking for some legislative
  


 8     recommendations.  And if it's just to do a plan, I
  


 9     think they would want a lot of specifics.  A plan
  


10     that does what?  And the fragmentation that exists
  


11     now and the inconsistency and how triggers are
  


12     created and who follows them, and what happens in
  


13     the community once something is triggered, that's
  


14     what's extremely frustrating.  And I'm sure you've
  


15     heard it as you go around the state.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Senator Kennedy was
  


17     pretty emphatic about it when we heard him speak
  


18     in Wallingford exactly what you're saying,
  


19     Margaret.
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think the struggle
  


21     is -- I think is just what Margaret said, is the
  


22     basics of just plainly understanding the
  


23     challenges that we face because I'm not sure if
  


24     all the legislators who want to have the
  


25     uniformity can understand the complexity that we
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 1     just discussed.
  


 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  It's true.
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  And I think what needs
  


 4     to happen -- I've been talking about this.  There
  


 5     needs to be a basic presentation put together from
  


 6     maybe a few of us here that outlines what we have
  


 7     today.
  


 8                  Here's what we have today.  Here's
  


 9     what we do.  Answer the questions.  Why do we have
  


10     a state drought plan?  Why does it even exist?
  


11     What happened in the past?  What do the water
  


12     utilities do?  You know, do they do nothing?  No,
  


13     they don't do nothing.  They actually are
  


14     responsible under their drought triggers to report
  


15     to the state agency.
  


16                  When they monitor these triggers, if
  


17     they hit the first trigger level they have to tell
  


18     the state agencies.  And we track that and we put
  


19     all that information up online, but I think just
  


20     the baseline information of what happens today,
  


21     what are the levels of responsibilities today --
  


22     needs to be better presented to the legislators on
  


23     a consistent basis.
  


24                  So maybe -- I would love to do that
  


25     presentation for legislators who have an interest
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 1     in this, because then we could start to get to
  


 2     Jack's question, start to answer Jack's question.
  


 3     What legislative initiatives should we have?  I
  


 4     can't answer that right now.  I have my ideas, but
  


 5     I think we all need to put our thoughts together
  


 6     and work together on that because it is
  


 7     complicated.  It's not as simple as saying, let's
  


 8     just do it and make it all, you know, the Governor
  


 9     is going to make the call and everybody is going
  


10     to do the same thing.
  


11                  I'm not sure if that's the best
  


12     thing, but definitely there needs to be more
  


13     consistent messaging so that everybody gets the
  


14     message about water conservation.
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I'm sure we're
  


16     going to have a lot more discussion on water
  


17     conservation and the drought plan.  That's for
  


18     sure.
  


19                  With that, WUCC update, Lori?
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  WUCC update.  So right
  


21     now there's WUCC meetings coming up next week and
  


22     the week after in February.  The work of the WUCC
  


23     at this point is that the integrated report draft
  


24     will be made for public viewing and public comment
  


25     in the next ten days at all three WUCCs.  That's
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 1     East, West and Central.
  


 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Congratulations.
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Right.  A lot of good
  


 4     information will be made available for review and
  


 5     comment.
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's wonderful.
  


 7     Great.  Good work.
  


 8                  Any other old business, or new
  


 9     business?
  


10
  


11                  (No response.)
  


12
  


13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, we'll go to
  


14     public comment.  Is there any public comment
  


15     today?
  


16                  Yes, please identify yourself.
  


17                  LINDA PAGANI:  Linda Pagani,
  


18     Bloomfield.  I had recently sent the members of
  


19     the Water Planning Council an e-mail asking if you
  


20     could make available on your dedicated Water
  


21     Planning Council website the letters from the
  


22     legislators that came in regarding the flurry of
  


23     activity on the water as a public trust issue.
  


24                  So Eric did a great job in getting
  


25     these all in batch comment PDF file, and it's on
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 1     the CT.gov/water home page, under latest news.
  


 2     But if someone goes and reads through all those
  


 3     they will not see the letters that were sent to
  


 4     you, the January 17th letter from State Senators
  


 5     Fasano and Witkos are not in those specifically
  


 6     regarding the public trust issue.  The
  


 7     January 18th letter signed by Connecticut
  


 8     Waterworks, CBIA and four others, four other
  


 9     organizations; and the January 22, 2018, letter
  


10     signed by State Senators Looney and Bye.
  


11                  And I think just to get a full
  


12     picture of the flurry of comments that were going
  


13     around about this issue before you voted, you took
  


14     your final vote on the 23rd.  I think those should
  


15     be in there, and it can be just noted as revised
  


16     or you know -- yeah, updated or something like
  


17     that so people will know that.
  


18                  And then I had also asked if any
  


19     other letters or lobbyists, legislator or
  


20     additional comments within that time period, you
  


21     know, ending like on the 22nd or the 23rd could be
  


22     included in that one document.
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we can do
  


24     that.
  


25                  LORI MATHIEU:  Just a question.  On
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 1     our page -- it's a good point.  Do we have a place
  


 2     for correspondence on our webpage?
  


 3                  LINDA PAGANI:  No.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Maybe we should create
  


 5     a spot where we can put correspondence, and that I
  


 6     think all of those would fit that category.
  


 7                  LINDA PAGANI:  Well again, this is
  


 8     the latest news item on 1/24.  And I looked at the
  


 9     docket to see if anything was there.
  


10                  LORI MATHIEU:  Nothing is there?
  


11                  LINDA PAGANI:  The official docket
  


12     didn't have what I'm talking about.  And you know,
  


13     I think it's just human nature that -- so one
  


14     phase of the plan is complete now.  Right?  Nobody
  


15     really is ever going to go back and make sure all
  


16     these holes are filled in unless we deal with it
  


17     right now.
  


18                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So Linda, are you
  


19     suggesting that we update the PDF to include those
  


20     three documents, or to list them separately?
  


21                  LINDA PAGANI:  Yes -- no, I'm
  


22     suggesting that all -- all the conversation around
  


23     this issue should be in one document.
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Absolutely.  We can
  


25     get that done.
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 1                  LINDA PAGANI:  Thank you, and if
  


 2     there are any others I don't know about?
  


 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Of course.
  


 4                  LINDA PAGANI:  I just happen to know
  


 5     about these.
  


 6                  LORI MATHIEU:  And also just a point
  


 7     on -- maybe you could talk to Eric about the
  


 8     correspondence.  Maybe there needs to be a place
  


 9     where any letter that comes in will be put in
  


10     correspondence so that anybody can see all of
  


11     that.  So I just kind of wonder where those
  


12     letters go.
  


13                  LINDA PAGANI:  Yeah, that would be
  


14     good.  And the other thing is what this is
  


15     bringing up -- since you look a little bit
  


16     surprised about this e-mail.  Where do these
  


17     e-mails go?
  


18                  Again when I talk about the website I
  


19     just mean your Connecticut Water Planning Council
  


20     dedicated website.  And there's only one e-mail
  


21     address, WPC@CT.gov.  So I just assumed that this
  


22     would maybe be forwarded to you.  I mean, I'm sure
  


23     you get, you know, hundreds of e-mails.
  


24                  But how does a resident, a citizen
  


25     correspond with the Water Planning Council?
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Corinne?
  


 2                  I can tell you obviously we saw all
  


 3     three of the letters.
  


 4                  LINDA PAGANI:  But my e-mail is what
  


 5     I'm talking about.  I know you saw the letters.
  


 6                  CORINNE FITTING:  I mean, Eric
  


 7     monitors that e-mail.  And most of the
  


 8     correspondence is around a particular issue.  So
  


 9     he screens it and then sends it to the appropriate
  


10     agency for a response.  So typically the response
  


11     would then come through one of the Water Planning
  


12     Council members.
  


13                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But the group of
  


14     e-mails you're talking about were batched
  


15     together, and the Water Planning Council did
  


16     receive those by e-mail as a unit before we
  


17     actually voted on the state water plan.
  


18                  LINDA PAGANI:  Right.  Now I
  


19     understand that.  That's really self explanatory.
  


20     I guess what I'm asking is, so I sent this e-mail
  


21     to the four of you, but through that address on
  


22     the 26th.
  


23                  And after I hit send I thought, well,
  


24     I put -- the subject was adding lobbyist and
  


25     legislator letters to CT.gov/water.  And then it
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 1     occurred to me, well, maybe that's just going to
  


 2     go to Eric because it's site specific, but the
  


 3     body of my message was addressed to the four
  


 4     members, because I thought it would be a decision
  


 5     of the four members as to whether those letters
  


 6     should go in that document.  So I'm just asking, I
  


 7     guess, how does a person --
  


 8                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  That e-mail
  


 9     account is monitored by Eric.  If you actually
  


10     want it to land on our desk it needs to go to our
  


11     individual e-mail address.  If you want that to be
  


12     sort of sent and received those are all available
  


13     online.
  


14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We get many.  So thank
  


15     you.
  


16                  Any other public comment?
  


17
  


18                  (No response.)
  


19
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, is there
  


21     anything else to come before us this afternoon?
  


22
  


23                  (No response.)
  


24
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion to adjourn?
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 1                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Second.
  


 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor.
  


 4                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
  


 6     Have a good evening.
  


 7
  


 8                  (Whereupon, the above proceedings
  


 9     were concluded at 2:36 p.m.)
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